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NEWS

Spring Ushers in
Film Festival Cornucopia
in Korea

SIWFF, GFFIS, MJFF and DIAFF Return in May and June

As spring got underway the Jeonju International Film
Festival (JIFF) took place for the 18th time from late
April to early May, and as always it served as the
unofficial kick off point for the busiest part of the Korean
film festival calendar. Between now and the return of the
Bucheon International Fantastic Film Festival (BiFan)
in mid-July, a broad array of specialized festivals is set
to return, including (but certainly not limited to) the
Seoul International Women’s Film Festival, the Green
Film Festival in seoul, the Muju Film Festival and the
Diaspora Film Festival.
Now one of the country’s oldest film events, the Seoul
International Women’s Film Festival (SIWFF) marks
its 19th edition this June, during a time in the local film
community when an increasingly strong spotlight is being shone on
the role of women both in front of and behind the camera in Korean
films. The event will unspool from June 1st to 6th.
The only environmental film festival in Korea, the Green Film
Festival in Seoul (GFFIS) is back for the 14th time from May 18th
to 24th. Matthew Heineman’s documentary, the Syria-related City of
Ghosts , which debuted at the Sundance Film Festival, will serve as
the event’s opening film.
Meanwhile, the Muju Film Festival (MJFF), which has taken place in
the Jeollabuk-do province since it kicked off in June 2013, returns for
the 5th time from June 2nd to the 6th. The festival seeks to combine
nature and film through a series of outdoor screenings and events.
Also taking place for the 5th time will be the Diaspora Film Festival
(DIAFF), which will run in Incheon from May 26th to 30th. Among
the festival’s aims is to coordinate with interest groups in order to
help marginalized female immigrants that have settled in Korea. The
festival has expanded its program this year to include 50 films from
33 countries.
by Pierce Conran
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THE WORLD OF US
Triumphs at 4th Wildflower
Film Awards

The World of Us

The 4th edition of the Wildflower Film
Awards Korea took place on April 12th.
During a night that celebrated diversity
within Korea’s thriving independent
cinema scene, the Grand Prize winner
was director YOON Ga-eun for her debut
feature The World of Us .
The Narrative Film Director Award
went to KIM Soo-hyun for his Jeonju
Cinema Project Beaten Black and Blue
and the Documentary Film Director
Award went to KIM Jung-keun for The
Island of Shadows . The award for New
Narrative Film Director went to KIM
Dae-hwan of End of Winter and the New
Documentary Film Director accolade
was won by Weekends ’ LEE Dong-ha.
In the acting stakes, it was JEONG Hadam who won the Leading Actress Award
for her part in Steel Flower while PARK
Jong-hwan earned the Leading Actor
Award for The Boys Who Cried Wolf . The
Best Supporting Actor Award went to
CHOI Moo-sung in Snow Paths and the
Best New Actor Award went to LEE Sanghee of Our Love Story.
The Boys Who Cried Wolf was the only
multiple award winner of the night,
as KIM Jin-hwang also took him
the trophy for Best Screenplay. Best
Cinematography went to KIM Byungjung for his work on Alone .

YEON Sang-ho Begins
Filming TRAIN TO BUSAN
Follow-up PSYCHOKINESIS

The Cast and Crew of Psychokinesis

Train to Busan director YEON Sangho is back behind cameras as his
second live action film (and fifth
overall) Psychokinesis began shooting
on April 17th. The black comedy
features RYU Seung-ryong and SHIM
Eun-kyoung in the lead.
RYU will feature as a man who
develops special powers that he can
use to help his daughter (SHIM) and
others, but soon runs into trouble.
Star of Miracle in Cell No.7 (2013) and
Roaring Currents (2014), RYu will
next be seen in CHOO Chang-min’s
revenge thriller Night of 7 Years, while
Miss Granny (2014) star SHIM was
seen recently in Fabricated City and
The Mayor .
Psychokinesis also sees YEON team
up once more with investor and
distributor Next Entertainment
World and international sales
arm Contents Panda. The
company is looking to make
Psychokinesis a tentpole in
their 2018 lineup. Train to
Busan became the company’s
biggest success, grossing in excess
of USD 135 million around the
globe, notching up local records
in several territories along the
way.

BAE Doo-na Partners with
DRUG KING SONG Kang-ho
Global star BAE Doo-na has joined the
crime drama Drug King as the female
lead opposite previously cast male star
SONG Kang-ho. JO Jung-suk has also
joined the cast of director WOO Minho’s follow up to his smash hit political
corruption thriller Inside Men (2015).
The film takes place in Busan’s crime
underworld in the 1970s.
Known to international audiences
for her roles in popular Korean films
such as PARK Chan-wook’s Sympathy
for Mr. Vengeance (2002) and BONG
Joon-ho’s The Host (2006), BAE Doona has also forged a career in Englishlanguage works by the Wachowski
Siblings, such as their sci-fi opus Cloud
Atlas (2012) and their Netflix TV show
Sense8 . Last year she appeared in
the hit disaster drama Tunnel from
director KIM Seong-hun.
After rising to leading man status in
romantic comedy My Love, My Bride
in 2014, JO Jung-suk has appeared
in a variety of works, most recently
the fantasy romantic thriller Time
Renegades (2016) and the family
comedy My Annoying Brother (2016).
The project is being financed and
distributed by Showbox.

SONG Kang-ho

BAE Doo-na

KOFIC NEWS

The Fifth Meeting of JIFF and
KoBiz Online Screening
JIFF 2017 KoBiz Online Screening Opens May 8th

The Jeonju International Film Festival (JIFF) has
been focusing on selecting directors’ debut or second
films in order to discover creative filmmakers and
spotlight hidden works. The motto of the 18th JIFF
is ‘Outlet for Cinematic Expression’, which reveals
its will to embrace challenging and controversial
films beyond political, economic and aesthetic
boundaries. This led to the selection of a lot of
documentary films in this year’s edition.
What films are in the Discovery of the Year for
JIFF? The line-up includes HWANG Kyu-il’s comedy
Saem about handicapped lovers and WOO Kwanghoon and David Redman’s documentary Dancing
with Jikji which demonstrates the story about the
world’s first metal types through foreigner’s eyes. In
addition, JUNG In-bong’s The Way gained attention
for its star KIM Hye-ja, heroin of Bong Joon Ho’s
Mother (2009).
Last year’s JIFF-KoBiz Online Screening featured
films such as KIM Jong-kwan’s Worst Woman , LEE
Hyun-ju’s Our Love Story and Jero YUN’s Mrs.
B., A North Korean Woman . They proved JIFF’s
selection is also highly regarded overseas as they
were invited to the Moscow International Film
Festival, Vancouver International Film Festival,
Warsaw Film Festival, Tokyo FILMeX, Zurich Film
Festival and more.
This year, the KoBiz Festival Screening: JIFF 2017
will screen 20 features and 23 shorts among films
of the Korean Competition and Korea Cinemascape
sections. It is the widest selection ever. The online
links to the programming will be available for three
months from May 8th at KoBiz Online screening
site(screening.koreanfilm.or.kr).
by PARK Shin-young(International Promotion Team of KOFIC)
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The Way

Dancing with Jikji

Saem

KOFIC Releases
Report on 2016 Korean Film Industry

KOFIC and KAFA
Hold HUR Jin-ho
Masterclass

The Korean Film Council (KOFIC) issued its report on the Korean
film industry in 2016. According to the report, the Korean film
industry recorded USD 1.98 billion in sales last year which constituted
a 7.6% rise from the year before, thus its sales has surpassed USD 1.74
billion (KRW 2 trillion) for the third consecutive year.
Ticket sales in 2016 increased 1.6% year-on-year to USD 1.52 billion.
However, the number of viewers last year was 217.02 million which
represented a decrease of 0.1% compared to the previous year.
Although the drop was slight, it was the first recorded decrease since
2010. This reflects that the Korean film industry has reached market
saturation and stepped into a stage of sluggish development.
The total number of moviegoers for Korean films was 116.55 million
(a 53.7% market share), up 3.2% from the year before, while that
of moviegoers for foreign films was 100.47 million (a 46.3% market
share) demonstrating a 3.7% year-on-year decrease.
The digital online market has been growing its sales volume after a
period of stagnation. It turned over USD 359 million, which is 23.2%
more than 2015. Market growth was led by a 28.3% rise in TV VOD
sales and 16.7% uptick for Internet VOD sales.
Meanwhile, sales of local movies abroad in 2016 was USD 101.09
million, an 82.1% rise from a year before. Finished films amounted
to USD 43.89 million, up 49.4% year-on-year, while service sales was
USD 57.2 million, which is the highest amount since 2011. These
were mainly caused by the exports of major films like Train to Busan ,
VFX companies winning contracts for Chinese blockbusters and more
location filming in Korea.

The Korean Film
Council (KOFIC) and
the Korean Academy
of Film Arts (KAFA)
hosted director HUR
Jin-ho masterclass at
CGV’s Cine Library in
Myeongdong, on April
14th. The masterclass
was an opportunity to
share director HUR’s
film world view and directing knowhow for filmmakers, film students and
general viewers.
HUR graduated from the Philosophy
department of Yonsei University and
was a student in the 9th class of KAFA.
He joined the directing team of director
PARK Kwang-su’s To the Starry Island
(1993) and took part in the writing of
A Single Spark (1995). He finally made
his directorial debut with Christmas
in August (1998) which won the Best
Picture prize at the Blue Dragon
Awards while his second film, One
Fine Spring Day (2001) starring LEE
Young-ae and YOO Ji-tae, also received
the same prize. His films such as April
Snow (2005), Happiness (2007) and A
Good Rain Knows (2009) are considered
representative melodramas.
HUR took on the historical genre for
the first time last year after directing
The Last Princess with his April Snow
star SON Ye-jin. The film about the
last princess of the Joseon Dynasty was
well-received by critics and audiences
and became a box office hit, drawing 5.5
million spectators.

by AHN Young-yoon

by KIM Hyun-jung | photographed by OH Kye-ohk

Train to Busan
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BOX OFFICE

The King

Box Office
Report of the
first quarter
of 2017

Confidential Assignment

Not Surprising,
but Stable

Beauty and the Beast

once again marking Korea as one of the
few global markets where the franchise
is unable to open in first place, despite
a one week delay compared to its global
rollout, presumably to give local end of
year hits Master and Pandora time to
burn off their audiences.

Your Name Waltzes into Record
Books
The first quarter of 2017 was one of few
surprises at the Korean box office but
one which demonstrated the industry’s
stability, both as a global exhibition
market and a local production industry.
Though not quite reaching the highs
of 2013 (55.47 million) or 2014 (54.56
million), Q1 this year handily exceeded
the totals of the last two years, with
a sturdy 52.27 million admissions
registered during the time period.
As usual, local titles were the top draw,
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though they fell a hair short of an
overall majority with 49.6%. Hollywood
had a slightly poorer showing with 39%
as one significant Japanese hit, Your
Name, lifted Japan’s market share to
an unusually high 8%.
The year kicked off as the last box office
battle of 2016 fizzled off, with last year’s
action-thriller hit Master scoring one
last victory over the New Year weekend
and Rogue One: A Star Wars Story
managing only a second place debut,

The period between the beginning of the
year and the Lunar New Year holiday
is generally a quiet one at the box office
yet a few foreign family-oriented titles
managed to generate positive returns,
as Your Name by SHINKAI Makoto
confidently strode up to first place for
two weeks and Disney’s Moana had a
quiet release well ahead of the holidays
and built up a strong total by holding
on to most of its audience week to week.
SHINKAI’s work, which recorded

about 3.65 million entries, now has the
distinction of being the most successful
Japanese film of all time. Overall, it was
the third most successful film at the
Korean box office in the quarter, falling
just below a pair of local Lunar New
Year releases and ahead of anything
that Hollywood was able to conjure up
in the period.

Prosecutors and Agents Duke It Out
over Lunar New Year
As one of the four major box office
periods of the year, and one with a
particularly strong emphasis on family
gatherings keen to enjoy local films, the
Lunar New Year holiday is always a
strong period for Korean films, where
most big studios try to program a major
title to coincide with the holiday.
Recent Lunar New Year hits have
included Miracle in Cell No.7 (2013),
The Berlin File (2013), Miss Granny
(2014) and A Violent Prosecutor (2016).
This year only two major local releases
went head to head, but both looked like
surefire winners from the outset, and
sure enough they dominated the season,
leaving all, including Hollywood’s
offerings, in the dust.
The first big box office showdown of the
year occurred on January 18th, with the
tandem releases of local tentpoles The
King , from Next Entertainment World,
and CJ Entertainment’s Confidential
Assignment . The former prevailed
during its opening after building buzz for
several weeks, but it was ultimately the
latter that overtook it, wooing the prized
older demographic, which was mobilized
through gradual word of mouth.
From The Face Reader (2013) director
HAN Jae-rim and starring ZO In-sung
(A Dirty Carnival , 2006) and JUNG
Woo-sung (The Good, the Bad and the
Weird , 2008), The King examined the

The Top 15 Korean Box Office 2017 (as of April 27)
Title

1

Confidential Assignment

2

The King

3

Beauty and the Beast

Release Dates

Country

Admissions

Jan. 18, 2017

Korea

7, 817, 459

Jan. 18, 2017

Korea

5,316, 015

Mar. 16, 2017

USA

5,055,863

4

Your Name

Jan. 4, 2017

Japan

3,614,677

5

The Prison

Mar. 23, 2017

Korea

2,930,096

6

The Fate of the Furious

Apr. 12, 2017

USA

2,846,221

7

Fabricated City

8

New Trial

9

Moana

Jan. 12, 2017

USA

2,310,058

10 Master

Dec. 21, 2016

Korea

2,212,559

Feb. 9, 2017

Korea

2,514,943

Feb. 15, 2017

Korea

2,421,011

11 Logan

Mar. 1, 2017

USA

2,168,473

12 Kong: Skull Island

Mar. 8, 2017

USA

1,689,719

13 Split

Feb. 22, 2017

USA

1,675,798

14 Bluebeard

Mar. 1, 2017

Korea

1,204,602

15 La La Land

Dec. 7, 2016

USA

1,112, 837

greed and dirty battles of powerful
Seoul prosecutors over a 20-year period
beginning in the 1980s. Coinciding with
a sensitive political period during which
many citizens had been protesting
corruption in the halls of power, the film
seemed to benefit from good timing.
On the other hand, North Koreathemed spy action-comedy Confidential
Assignment , with superstar Hyun-bin
(The Fatal Encounter , 2014) and actor
YOO Hae-jin fresh off the smash success
of Luck-key, was the new offering from
hit making production house JK Film,
responsible for Haeundae (2009), Ode to
My Father (2014) and The Himalayas
(2015). Though less thematically
bombastic than its competition, the
film’s more broadly appealing elements
eventually won out, as the film grew
and grew and ultimately came close to
8 million viewers. Of course both films

won out in the end, with The King
finishing well over 5 million admissions.
After close to a month, the Lunar New
Year hits made way for fresh titles, but
it was once again CJ Entertainment
that occupied the top spot with their
gamer thriller Fabricated City, the longawaited second film from Welcome to
Dongmakgol (2005) director PARK
Kwang-hyun. The thriller was quickly
followed by another local film, as legal
drama New Trial from Opus Pictures
followed a week later in the top spot.
By the end of February, as audiences
began to ebb, Korea lost its command
of the first rank, when M. Night
Shyamalan’s Split overperformed to
clinch the spot. The high concept dramathriller opened the door for several
Hollywood titles which have locked
Korea out the top up until late April as
of this writing.
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Hollywood’s blockbuster season is no
longer limited to summer, or even late
spring, as the rollout of tentpoles now
starts in late winter. Since the start of
March, franchise titles such as 20th
Century Fox’s X-Men title Logan and
Universal’s Kong: Skull Island briefly
scaled the charts, but it was Disney’s
Beauty and the Beast that managed to
stick around well beyond its opening as
it finished on top for four consecutive
weeks.

and 20th Century Fox’s new Korean
offering, the period action drama
Warriors of the Dawn .

Slow Season for Indie Cinema

Your Name

Disney Once Again Corners Korean
Family Market
Although its Star Wars titles perform
less impressively in Korea than
elsewhere, the rest of Disney’s lineup
continues to score box office gold in
Korea, with their sensational live
action update of Beauty and the Beast
becoming the top-performing Hollywood
film of the first quarter. After lording it
up top of the charts for the best part of
a month, the film had accrued just shy
of 5 million admissions by mid-April.
Along with Moana , the studio held the
top two Hollywood spots in the early
part of the year.
Taken with foreign chart topper Your
Name , the top three foreign titles in the
first quarter all catered successfully to
family audiences, repeating a trend that
appears to have emerged in the last few
years, with key animated titles scoring
strong returns over the end of year to
Lunar New Year period, particularly
Disney’s works, which have included
Frozen and Zootopia .
During Beauty and the Beast ’s extended
Korean box office dance, another local
film also quietly made an impression.
Opening in second and staying there
for three weeks, on its way to a robust
finish, was Showbox’s crime drama The
Prison .
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New Trial

Blockbuster Shakeup in Late Spring
As of mid-April, The Fate of the Furious ,
the eighth installment in the action
franchise, is the current box office
champ and looks to repeat up top for
another victory lap. Late April should
see local films become competitive
again, with the double header release
of Showbox’s election drama The
Mayor and CJ Entertainment’s period
investigation comedy-thriller The King’s
Case Note .
Once May gets underway, Hollywood
should once again find plenty of favor
with local audiences, but despite a new
Marvel title on the way (Guardians of
the Galaxy Vol. 2 ), the US blockbuster
lineup, which includes Ridley Scott’s
Alien: Covenant and Guy Ritchie’s
King Arthur: Legend of the Sword , is
less competitive than past years and
should leave plenty of openings for
local films, such as the Cannes-invited
prison thriller The Merciless from CJ
Entertainment, Lotte Entertainment’s
comedy-thriller The Sheriff in Town

Whereas this period last year proved
a strong one for independent cinema,
particularly low-budget works set in the
Colonial Period such as LEE Joon-ik’s
biopic Dongju: The Portrait of a Poet
and the comfort women drama Spirits’
Homecoming , no small works were able
to break through in a meaningful way
this year. The most notable local indie
offering was Snowy Road with KIM
Sae-ron, another Colonial Era comfort
women drama, which debuted at the
Jeonju International Film Festival two
years ago, yet with almost 130,000
viewers, it managed only a fraction
of Spirits’ Homecoming ’s success. The
only other Korean low-budget work to
crack 100,000 viewers was KIM Taeyong’s second feature Misbehavior with
KIM Ha-neul, which was backed by
Filmmaker R & K, RYOO Seung-wan’s
production house.

Other Notable Works
Beyond the chart toppers week after
week, a couple of other films quietly
worked in the background to build
respectable totals. Among those was
LEE Soo-yeon’s long-awaited sophomore
film, the serial killer drama Bluebeard
with CHO Jin-woong, which reached
just over 1.2 million admissions during
its March run. Also notching up over
a million viewers early this year was
Damien Chazelle’s awards favorite
musical La La Land , which added to it
December success to bring its total to
almost 3.5 million spectators, handily
doubling Chazelle’s previous film
Whiplash , which had counted Korea as
one of its top global markets.
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INTERVIEW

CHUNG Yoon-chul,
Director of
WARRIORS OF THE DAWN
Finding the Present by Going Back to the Past
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Director CHUNG Yoon-chul is interested in people who are usually not thought of as normal. A leading
character in his debut movie Marathon (2005) was a young autistic man who loved running. The messy
family in Skeletons in the Closet (2007) stuck out from the rest of the world. A Man Who Was Superman
(2008) portrayed a mental patient who thought of himself as superman after a brain injury when he
was young. CHUNG presented all of them through his thoughtful eyes, sending the message in his
movies that they are all OK.
As mentioned, he has been known for his ordinary stories, and it is odd that his latest work after a nine
year absence is the epic historical drama Warriors of the Dawn . In this movie, he shows not only the
spectacle of the Japanese Invasion of Korea in 1592, but also a prince as the main character rather than
the fringe characters who were his main focus in the past. However, CHUNG would say that he always
envisions these various characters from the same perspective.

You’ve directed an epic feature film nine years after A Man
Who Was Superman .

I was working on two or three scenarios over two or
three years and it didn’t go well, so I stopped. They
were about a lawyer and about a computer game, etc.
Meanwhile a lot of time passed.
What type of movie were you preparing right after A Man
Who Was Superman ?

I worked briefly on Robert KIM’s story. He was a
Korean American Navy intelligence analyst in the
1990s, accused of passing military secrets to South
Korea and arrested with a charge of espionage. I see
him as someone who prevented a war.
You seem to have developed more interest in society and
history since A Man Who Was Superman , which portrayed
the Gwangju Democratization Movement.

To tell you the truth, what I want to do the most are
SF movies. But I am drawn to the social issues that
we’re living with now. Warriors of the Dawn is also
a story about people who did military service for
others. They represent today’s ordinary people who
work hard to make a living as well as the reality of
the informal workforce who are treated unfairly.

Prince Gwanghae (YEO Jin-gu) is also an
unfortunate figure who assumed the burdensome
position of a leader as a young boy, in place of a king
who fled from the war. Gwanghae’s growth process
during this period was very charming to me. This
is a story about people who lived others’ lives before
their own lives were shaped.
There are two divergent views on Gwanghae. As a tyrant,
or as an underestimated sage king. What was your
interpretation?

In fact, at 18, Gwanghae led the war over the
existing temporary regime, while his father King
Seonjo evacuated to the north side of the Korean
Peninsula. That should be highly respected.
There was admiral YI Sun-shin in the south, and
Gwanghae in the north at that time. But Gwanghae
had a mental breakdown due to the 20 years it
took to accede to the throne and to gain his father’s
trust. He killed many political enemies, but was an
excellent diplomat.
Why did you select YEO Jin-gu for that role?

I always wanted to work with him because he is a
talented actor, but I was worried a little since he
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already had two roles in historical TV dramas. I
didn’t want to show the typical image of a prince
in a historical drama, but the true image of that
age group in Warriors of the Dawn . In real life,
Gwanghae went through a hard time sleeping on
the street during the war, lost one of his children
and almost died from measles. I wanted YEO to
show Gwanghae’s basic humane side, and he did a
very good job. You will see that his acting is full of
emotion, similar to a young Leonardo DiCaprio.
Skeletons in the Closet

As I listen to you, I assume Tow, the head of the proxy
soldiers played by LEE Jung-jae, is Gwanghae’s mentor.

If Gwanghae is Frodo, Tow is Aragorn. He didn’t
trust young Gwanghae in the beginning, but he
tried to protect him at the risk of his own life after
he discovered Gwanghae’s quality as a sage king.
Tow was a mentor but he himself was changed by
Gwanghae.

other words, Tow is like a pseudo-father, and Duggi
is like a pseudo-mother to Gwanghae who becomes
the avatar of his real father in this absence.

LEE mainly has had roles with ambiguous dual characters
or people involved in two different worlds.

People who remember your filmography may be surprised

He was distressed about his role because it is
very different from what he has done before. In
this movie, he is a realist with a straightforward,
ignorant and strong image. As a character that
wanted to be a military officer but was frustrated
by discrimination against people from northern
parts of the country, his purpose in life became to
simply survive.

by your new foray in epic drama.

In your previous works, the narrator was female or the
perspective from a woman was important.

Unfortunately, there are almost no female
characters in Warriors of the Dawn . There were few
chances for women to get involved in the planning.
However, Duggi, acted by E Som, is a court lady
who raised Gwanghae with her own hands. In fact,
Gwanghae lost his mother when he was three. She
was the only one with whom Gwanghae could be
the baby, but Tow would not allow him to do so. In
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I have wanted to try that genre for a long
time. It looks very different from my previous
works because it is an epic-scale historical film.
Nevertheless, Warriors of the Dawn is basically a
drama, a story about a king and lowly people who
find themselves while communicating as human to
human. Therefore, I see this movie as an extension
of my previous works. Marathon was a story about
Cho-won’s (CHO Seung-woo) independence from his
mother. Skeletons in the Closet and A Man Who
Was Superman were stories about people who found
themselves and grew up.
What was your experience managing a movie with a big
budget?

It was difficult not because it was a big-budget
movie, but because it was 100 percent filmed on
location. Among all the leading roles and supporting

is beneficial for the director, too. I could have a
break when the staff had a break, and that made
me feel that the working environment was more
humane. That means filming is now like a regular
job without having to work through the night.
Warriors of the Dawn is my first digital feature film.
It was advantageous that I could use processes that
were different from regular filming. However, I also
missed the creative tension that I used to feel with
regular filming.

A Man Who Was Superman

There have been a lot of changes in the investment
environment.

Warriors of the Dawn

Investors are demanding more. They interfere with
casting, monitor the final production results more
thoroughly than before, and evaluate each phase.
With this change, I feel like it is more difficult to
produce character-driven works than before.
Production and investment were done by 20th Century
Fox. What was the difference from the system in Korea?

roles, more than 20 people had to be in scenes
at the same time. Time consuming make-up and
costumes needed to be exactly the same every time,
I felt sorry for the extras who didn’t have a single
line and yet had to spend the whole time outside
everyday. It is just like the movie The Revenant . I
came to realize ‘Oh, that’s why historical dramas
are all filmed inside the palace.’ (laughs) In
Warriors of the Dawn , we even built a mountain
fortress with rocks. It was worth it to have our own
fortress to stage the battle scenes.
The production system in Korea has changed a lot
compared to when you made your last commercial movie
in the 2000s. What changes did you have to deal with?

For the first time I started filming right after I
signed the contract. I saw the filming schedule and
worried it might cause some restrictions to the
director. However, I think filming with a schedule

I was worried that 20th Century Fox might not be
able to understand Korean historical dramas, but
to my surprise, they provided a lot of good detailed
feedback. Also, they were more reasonable in terms
of doing business than investors and distributors
in Korea. In Korea, people are much too concerned
about who is the main actor or actress, but Fox gives
more weight to the potential of the work and the
director, and they don’t care much about casting.
They seem to try to create a variety of films, even
with subjects avoided in Korea, and that can lead
to works such as The Wailing (2016). The only
disadvantage is that it takes a long time to get an
investment decision. It usually takes one week to
make an investment decision in Korea, but Fox
typically evaluates for 2-3 months before they make
a decision. So, it will be a very special experience
seeing the 20th Century Fox logo on a Korean
historical movie at the theater. (laughs)
by JO Min-joon | photographed by CHOI Sung-youl
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Cannes

Masters Lead
				 the Charge for

The Day After

The Quartet of Korean Films in Cannes

The Cannes Film Festival celebrates its 70th edition this spring, and the
Korean film industry has also achieved several milestones at this year’s
festival. Four films from Korea, including one in Competition, have given the
country an unusually degree of visibility at the most prestigious celebration
of cinema on the planet.
In addition, director Bong Joon ho will also be in Competition for the fitst
time with the American film Okja, backed by online streaming company
Netflix and which was supported by the KOFIC Location Incentive Program
for foreign audio-visual works.
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Hong Sangsoo has been to Cannes many times before, but
in 2017 he becomes the first Korean filmmaker to receive
a rare double invite, as his latest feature The Day After will
screen in Competition while Claire’s Camera , which was
shot in Cannes during last year’s festivities, is invited to the
Special Screenings section. Both of these invites come just
three months after he screened his film On the Beach at

Night Alone in Competition in Berlinale, which netted actress
KIM Min-hee, who features in both of the Cannes titles, the
Silver Bear for Best Actress.
Korean films have been influential in the Midnight
Screenings lineup in recent years, featuring important
works such as NA Hong-jin’s The Chaser (2008) and YEON
Sang-ho’s Train to Busan last year. This time around
the section has doubled up, featuring two Korean titles
among its three selections. Both JUNG Byung-gil, with The
Villainess, and BYUN Sung-hyun, with The Merciless , will
walk on the Croisette for the first time.

Glory on the Croisette

The Villainess

Beyond the quartet of features, Korea will also be represented on the
festival’s international competition jury. Following his appearance
in Competition last year with The Handmaiden , PARK Chan-wook
returns to Cannes to judge the works of this year’s Competition
alongside many illustrious film industry names, including jury
president, Spanish filmmaker Pedro Almodóvar. He is the fourth
Korean to be invited to the prestigious group, following directors
SHIN Sang-ok and LEE Chang-dong, and actress JEON Do-yeon.
will 2017 be Korea’s year to finally pick up the Palme d’Or? And can
this year’s crop of genre fare spark the same global furor as Train

to Busan did a year before? Only time will tell, but regardless of the
outcome, Korean cinema will be on full display during the 70th edition
of the Cannes Film Festival.
The Mercliess

by Pierce Conran
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The Masterpiece Maker

Hong Sang soo

ⓒ2017 JEONWONSA FILM CO.

THE DAY AFTER in Competition,
CLAIRE’S CAMERA in Special Screenings

Let’s go back to 2015. Early in the cold winter of that year, Hong
Sangsoo filmed Right Now, Wrong Then with KIM Min-hee and
JUNG Jae-young. In the summer, he filmed Yourself and Yours
with KIM Joo-hyuk and LEE Yoo-young. Then in September, he
released the masterpiece Right Now, Wrong Then in domestic
theaters, which is considered one of his best films. This movie
won the Golden Leopard in International Competition and the
Best Actor Award at the Locarno International Film Festival.
It also had the best domestic box-office result of any of his films
that have been released in recent years. In 2016, Hong picked
up the pace and made even more movies. As he made them, he
released them without hesitation. He won the Best Director
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Award at the San Sebastian International Film Festival for
Yourself and Yours .
In early 2016 in Germany and Korea, he filmed On the Beach
at Night Alone with KIM Min-hee. In May, while in town
during the Cannes Film Festival, he filmed Claire’s Camera
with Isabelle Huppert and KIM Min-hee. In early 2017, he
filmed The Day After with KWON Hae-hyo, KIM Min-hee and
KIM Sae-byuk. He then released On the Beach at Night Alone
domestically at the end of March. His prolific works, awards
and releases, just in the last two years, make us gasp for air.
He has diligently worked every day with nary a break.
As a result, he was invited to the 2017 Cannes Film Festival

ⓒ2017 JEONWONSA FILM CO.

ⓒ2017 JEONWONSA FILM CO.

The Day After

for The Day After featured in Competition, and Claire’s
Camera in Special Screenings. This is the fourth time that he
has been invited to Competition, previously for Woman Is the
Future of Man (2004), Tale of Cinema (2005) and In Another
Country (2012). It is also exceptionally rare that two films
from a single director screen at the Cannes Film Festival.
Hong, who has been making movies quietly and continuously,
shines with his amazing power, and we are driven to take a
close look at his three most recent movies, On the Beach at
Night Alone , Claire’s Camera and The Day After.

Three Films with Three Colors
KIM Min-hee won the Best Actress Award at the Berlin
International Film Festival for On the Beach at Night Alone ,
an award which was bestowed unanimously. In On the Beach
at Night Alone , her acting is lonely, strong, elegant and at
times ambiguous. This film is an exceptional showcase for her
body, voice and emotion.
Even among Hong’s films, this is one of the most passionate
and musical. It can be described as though Hong was
composing a piece called KIM Min-hee. On the Beach at Night
Alone proves how powerful a story Hong and KIM can create.
In Claire’s Camera , the combination of Hong Sangsoo, Isabelle
Huppert and KIM Min-hee stands out. Huppert worked with
Hong for a second time, following In Another Country. Korea’s
veteran actors like CHANG Mi-hee and JUNG Jin-young
contribute to the richness of the film.
Man-hee (KIM Min-hee), who plays a salesperson at a movie
sales company, is accused of being dishonest and she is fired
while overseas on a business trip. Claire (Isabelle Huppert),
a teacher, a poet and a photographer, meets Man-hee on the
beach in Cannes after she is fired. Claire also meets director

Claire’s Camera

SO (JUNG Jin-young), who was behind Man-hee’s dismissal.
Claire then sees Man-hee and SO at the same time. For Claire,
something extraordinarily magic was happening.
Claire’s Camera is truly an elegant film. It is like a painting
done in soft colors. There is an indoor mural in one of its
scenes, and the viewer is struck by the feeling that this film
resembles the beauty of that mural.
The Day After is clearly different from Claire’s Camera . This
is a surprisingly regular feature of Hong Sangsoo’s films; his
films are significantly different from one another without
trying too hard to use particular strategies.
There are three main characters in The Day After : Bongwan (KWON Hae-hyo), the owner of a publishing company,
employee Chang-sook (KIM Sae-byuk), who is also Bong-wan’s
lover, and A-reum (KIM Min-hee) who is working her first day
at the company. Bong-wan’s wife (CHO Youn-hee) finds a love
note that her husband wrote to Chang-sook. She confronts her
husband in his office, but she mistakenly thinks A-reum is
Bong-wan’s lover and assaults her.
The magic of this movie can’t be felt from the story alone. Since
the relationships of the characters and the nature of their
times together totally change whenever the characters appear,
the story becomes stranger and stranger. This black and white
movie is full of mysterious atmosphere and emotions.
On the Beach at Night Alone , Claire’s Camera and The
Day After. These three films are masterpieces. There
might be other directors in Hong’s generation who are as
prolific, but, could it be possible that their finished works
become masterpieces each time? Hong Sangsoo’s work is
unprecedented. Amazingly, he seems capable of a masterpiece
each time he steps behind the camera.
by JEONG Han-seok
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Designing Action

THE VILLAINESS in Midnight Screenings

Director JUNG Byung-gil, who has been a painter for many years, made his impressive debut with the independent
film Action Boys (2008), depicting the lives of stunt men and martial arts directors with humor and good taste. Later,
he became Korea’s foremost rising star in the action movie genre with his first commercial film Confession of Murder
(2012). Now he’s going to Cannes with The Villainess , in which KIM Ok-vin from director PARK Chan-wook’s Thirst
(2009) becomes a heroine in this female-led action film. We met director JUNG who was immersed in post-production
for his new movie The Villainess.

What kind of movie is The Villainess ?

It is about a young girl called Sook-hee, who witnessed
her parents’ deaths, becomes a killer, and makes
seeking revenge the goal of her life. The movie is the
story of this girl’s past and present intersecting. I
describe the process by which she discovers the truth.
You were invited to the Cannes Film Festival for the first time.
The distributor is Next Entertainment World (NEW), which
also handled YEON Sang-ho’s Train to Busan , which was
invited to the Midnight Screenings at Cannes last year and
became a box office hit.

I feel good. NEW totally trusted me and supported my
working on something I was compelled to do. In Korea,
they tend to avoid female-led action films, because they
think the market is small. However, NEW decided to
take a risk by doing something avoided by others to get
a better position in the market, and they supported The
Villainess . As soon as they saw the opportunity in the
script, they told me to set a goal for the Cannes Film
Festival’s Midnight Screenings section. So, I finished
filming to meet the Cannes Film Festival schedule. It
is fortunate that I achieved that goal; above all, I am
glad that I rewarded the people who trusted in this
movie.
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The Villainess

Why did you decide to make a female-centric film?

I wanted to do something unique. In fact, it is not impossible
to make a female action movie in Korea, it just hasn’t been
done. The most well-known female action films are things
made with people like Angelina Jolie or Milla Jovovich.
Compared to that, it seemed that an Asian actress’ action
would look weak because of their small body frames. But
I wondered what it would be like if I brought this effect
into focus. If I used the fact that the main character has
a relatively small body, then I thought it would make it
different from other female action films made in Hollywood.
I was really curious about the audience’s response to the
delicacy of an Asian woman’s action.
What kind of action scenes did you make?

There is nothing familiar to audiences. Even if I had
a comparable scene, my theory is that I need to make
something different. If I borrowed from a prior action scene,
that was only in my short film Standing on the Edge of a
Knife (2005), which I made at age 26 all by myself. I took on
all the roles as an art director, photography director, actor
and director in that movie, because I didn’t know how to
make a movie and what I could do well. In The Villainess , I
was finally able to achieve the image that I wanted. I worked
in cahoots with martial arts director KWON Ki-duk with
whom I worked on Confession of Murder. All scenes were

filmed as live action, and computer graphics were only used to
remove wires. There are many action sequences in the film. I
utilized familiar methods for two of them-in spite of myself but the other one is a completely new creation that will even
impress action experts. The most important thing in an action
film is spontaneous production, thus I kept imagining the
action scenes in my head while I was filming those scenes.
I can film the scene this way after I have studied the entire
screen design and the intensity or direction of the action, all
while agonizing about the editing.
Why did you cast KIM Ok-vin from Thirst ?

KIM holds black belts in taekwondo and hapkido, but I chose
her because she personified my desired image. After I finished
writing the script, I kept thinking about her. If you ask me
why, I don’t know how to explain it. She just kept coming to my
mind. (laughs)
How do you expect audiences to respond to the film?

From a viewer’s perspective, I like a movie which has
overpowering images that allow me to enjoy myself, even if I
don’t understand the content. Some movies follow a story, but
my work is basically connecting images. I think of it as though
I draw paintings in motion on a huge screen when I direct the
film. I want the audience to follow the images in The Villainess .
by SONG Soon-jin | photographed by OH Kye-ohk
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A Story about Growing Up

BYUN Sung -hyun
THE MERCILESS in Midnight Screenings

Director BYUN Sung-hyun, who made the stylish romantic comedy Watcha Wearin’? (2012), has tried his hand at another genre
with a charismatic men’s film. The Merciless is a story about two men who hit it off in jail, and when they get out, each tries
to be the head of a gang, and end up facing their unrevealed ambitions and truths. We asked director BYUN why he changed
genres and about his perspective on the genre that The Merciless inhabits.

First of all, how do you feel about your invitation from Cannes?

I didn’t even expect this invitation; the film was not
made for the festival from the beginning, it was just a
commercial movie that I produced in that genre. I have
just begun making movies, so this is one of the best
things that has happened to me.
The Merciless will screen in the Midnight Screenings which
features bold genre films. What would you tell viewers about
the genre characteristics of the movie?

The story features two men, one who wants to believe in
someone and the other one, a thug, who doesn’t believe
anyone. They come to trust each other, but things
happen because the timing is off. It features film noir
elements and I added a refined, classical style and the
melodramatic sensitivity of Hong Kong film noir from
the 1980s. That is the style I tried to create.
It is a totally different style from your previous movie
Whatcha Wearin’? . I’m curious about your motivation and the
process of how you came up with The Merciless .

I wanted to make a bold masculine movie since my
previous film was a romantic comedy. I’d like to make
movies in various genres - except horror films. The
reason that I exclude horror films is that I can’t watch
scary movies! (laughs)
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The Mercliess

You told stories about the growth of young people in your short
films Moviestar (2006) and feature debut The Beat Goes On (2010).
Is Hyun-su (YIM Si-wan) in The Merciless an extension of your
earlier movie characters?

Whether intended or not, it seems that all my stories
include growth. Probably because I’m still growing. The
Merciless is also a movie about growth, from Hyun-su’s
view. The plot of the film is that everybody except Hyun-su
are thugs in the beginning, but Hyun-su is the worst thug
in the latter half of the story. This is a story about a boy
becoming a man where the young boy is the good guy and
the adult is the bad guy.
SUL Kyung-gu is a well-known actor to foreign viewers from Oasis
(2002) and A Peppermint Candy (2000). What is his role in The
Merciless and what was it like working with him?

The character Jae-ho, played by SUL, is manly but
despicable and villain-like, and yet attracts pity. Maybe it is
the sexiest role played to date by SUL. At our first meeting,
he asked me how I would want to shape his character if
we worked together, and I answered that I would like his
image to be crisp and straight-forward, because his image
has been crumpled in his previous roles. Perhaps he was
impressed by that, he would ask me “How am I doing?
Do I look crisp?” around the middle of each take. Also,
he cheerfully and frivolously laughed at the beginning of

filming, so I told him “I like that,” then he applied that
laugh to the character just as it was. He tried not to miss
any of my direction, and he meticulously tried to read his
parts exactly as they were written in the script.
The other main character is played by YIM Si-wan. He is building a
strong resume since The Attorney (2013). What kind of actor is he?

YIM Si-wan is very serious and mature, just like his image.
On the other hand, he’s very unique. Sometimes he said I
was eccentric, but I think he’s more eccentric. Concerning
his attitude as an actor, it would be hard to find any flaws.
His acting comes from the heart, so his ability to deliver
emotion is superb, and his characterizations are very deep.
Sometimes he acted differently from what I directed, and
when he did, I could see his genius. Of course, his looks are
a genius of their own! (laughs)
What impression do you want this movie to leave with viewers?

There are many films in this genre with similar stories
to The Merciless . My movie is not far from that genre.
However, I tried to film it differently even though the story
is similar. I tried to express the characters’ emotions in
much greater depth and reduce the melodramatic elements.
I emphasized the style of the genre, but what I want the
viewer to feel is the actors’ portrayals and their emotions.
by SONG Soon-jin | photographed by CHOI Sung-youl
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A Beastly Partnership
Graces the Croisette

Bong Joon Ho and Netflix Debut in Cannes Competition with OKJA

Over a career that is about to span six features, Bong Joon
Ho has established himself as one of the most celebrated
filmmakers both in Korea and around the world. Debuting
with Barking Dogs Never Bite (2000) and then moving on
to the now classic Memories of Murder (2003), which is often
cited by critics as the greatest Korean film of all time, each of
his subsequent new films has pushed the boundaries of genre
and art forward. Bong’s body of work, which also includes The
Host (2006), Mother (2009) and Snowpiercer (2013), is richly
layered, infectiously entertaining and always unpredictable.
The master is about to return with Okja , a globe-trotting
fantasy for which he partnered with Netlfix and which has
been invited to screen in Competition at the Cannes Film
Festival.

The First Step for Bong and Netflix
Bong’s Okja will stride the Croisette as the biggest film ever
directed by a Korean filmmaker. The first film by a Korean
director backed by online streaming giant Netflix, it features
a star-studded international cast speaking in both Korean
and English. Now, ahead of its June 28 global Netflix debut,
the film will vie in Competition in Cannes, marking a longawaited first for both its director and distributor.
Director Bong’s works have long been favored by Cannes, but
the relationship only began with his third work The Host . The
festival infamously missed out on Memories of Murder , which
instead debuted at the San Sebastian International Film
Festival, but ever since they have been sure not to miss a beat.
Bong made his Cannes debut with The Host , which bowed in
the Midnight Screenings lineup in 2006 two months ahead
of its Korean release, when it became the most successful
Korean film of all time with 13 million viewers. Bong returned
to Cannes in the Un Certain Regard lineup as one of the
filmmakers for the omnibus Tokyo! in 2008 and then once
again a year later with his drama Mother. The filmmaker was
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also the head of the Camera d’Or jury in 2011.
Many had expected Bong to feature in the world’s most
prestigious festival’s Competition lineup in 2013 with
Snowpiercer , but ultimately the film wasn’t ready in time.
2017 sees the director finally secure a place in the Cannes
Competition with Okja , joining the ranks of the other Korean
greats who have vied for the Palme d’Or, including PARK

Nobody Knows Okja
Director Bong worked with several new crew members on
Okja , notably director of photography Darius Kondji (Seven )
and co-writer Jon Ronson (Frank ), but the filmmaker did
maintain a few key relationships, notably with his cast
and his producers. Top of the bill is the chameleonic Tilda
Swinton who partnered to great acclaim with Bong on
Snowpiercer , as the demented number two of the dystopian
train that served as that film’s setting. Here, she plays Lucy
Mirando, the vain head of an international conglomerate
that takes possession of a friendly beast named Okja.
Other cast members to have worked with Bong before
include Yoon Je Moon, the detective from Mother , and Byun
Hee Bong, the precinct chief in Memories of Murder and
grandfather in The Host . The Korean producers on the
project are Lewis Taewan Kim of Lewis Pictures, and Dooho
Choi. Lewis Taewan Kim was a co-producer on The Host and
produced SHIM Sung-bo’s Haemoo (2014) along with Bong,
while Choi worked with the director on Snowpiercer .
Working with Bong for the first time are major Hollywood
names such as Jake Gyllenhaal and Paul Dano, while the
person leading the cast is young Korean actress Seo-hyun

ⓒNetflix

Chan-wook, LEE Chang-dong, Hong Sangsoo (who is in
Competition again this year) and IM Kwon-taek.
Not only is this year a special invitation for Bong, it’s also
an auspicious occasion for Netflix, which received its first
Cannes invitations this year, along with Noah Baumbach’s
The Meyerowitz Stories (New and Selected). After being shut
out for the last few years, despite a few strong contenders,
speculation was rife that the Riviera film jubilee was illinclined to promote a studio that has dramatically shrunk
theatrical windows for its releases, often dispensing with
them altogether. That notion was dispelled this year and
the Cannes invitations only serve to cement Netflix’s status
as the hottest force in today’s filmed media entertainment
sector.
Following its Cannes bow, Okja will quickly be made
available to the general public when it is released on June
28th across all of Netflix’s operation markets, being made
available to over 100 million subscribers. In addition to its
streaming date premiere, word on the street is that a few
key markets will prepare limited theatrical plays for the
highly anticipated film, including Korea, where it will be
distributed by Next Entertainment World, and the United
States.

Okja

An, who was cast following extensive auditions and may
well follow in the footsteps of KO Asung, who was discovered
by Bong at the same age for The Host . An plays a girl in
the Korean countryside who has been taking care of the
creature Okja for ten years and embarks on an ambitious
rescue mission when the Mirando Corporation takes it away
from her.
Much like Snowpiercer , Okja combines English and Korean
dialogue, cast and crew and explores a fantastical story that
touches on environmental themes. The film’s production took
place in three countries across two continents, with location
shooting in New York, set-based production in Vancouver
and shooting locations across Korea, where it was supported
by KOFIC’s Location Incentive Program for foreign
audio-visual works. With Okja , the financial burden was
shouldered by Netflix and the filmmaker partnered with the
Hollywood production companies Plan B Entertainment and
Kate Street Pictures, as well as Korea’s Lewis Pictures.
A few weeks ahead of its global premiere we still know
precious little about Okja , but even if we did it would surely
do little to prepare us for whatever this director’s mind has
conjured up for what is sure to be another visionary work.
Looking ahead, Bong is already setting up his next project, a
smaller Korean release titled Parasite , about a family which
experiences a disturbance, which will reunite him with
star SONG Kang-ho for the fourth time and is expected to
begin production in January of next year. If it sticks to that
production timeline it will be by far the quickest turnaround
for director Bong in his career to set up a new project.
by Pierce Conran | photographed by OH Kye-ohk
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FACE

Mowg,

Korean Film Music’s
Custom Tailor

Beats of the Devils and Shadows

Getting a late start in the film music world, musician Mowg quickly shot up to
become one of the top composers in the industry, with credits that include I Saw

the Devil (2010), Silenced (2011), Hwayi: A Monster Boy (2013), Miss Granny (2014),
The Age of Shadows (2016) and this year’s The King .
Between a lecture and final preparations for recording the score of period actiondrama Warriors of the Dawn, Mowg sat down with KoBiz in Central Seoul to
discuss his unusual path into the industry and his unique approach to film style.
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Where does your name come from?

I used to work in New York City as a jazz musician,
where it’s hard to make a living. Back then in my
20s I worked with many DJs and everyone wanted
a unique stage name as a lot of hiphop stars were
coming up. Actually, my Korean name, which is
Sung-hyun, is really hard to pronounce in the west
so a friend of mine suggested I should get a stage
name. Then it just happened and I got a lot of credits
with that name. It was hard to change after that!
You went to New York to learn music at a young age, but you
didn’t go to school there?

I wanted to study music there but it was so expensive
that I had to quit, I didn’t even finish a semester.
I decided to find some work with professional
musicians instead. Later I became a film composer,
which is also a bit like being a side man.
I know you’re a bass player, but how many other instruments
do you play?

I play bass, piano and guitar, as well as a few
percussion instruments like drums. I really enjoy
recording music for films, sometimes I just play
things by myself. I love to layer different bits of
music, it’s like wearing different clothes. Most
directors like that kind of style.

big feature film. That was Doomsday Book (released
in 2012 but shot in 2006). Director YIM Pil-sung
was a good friend of mine and we went to the theater
many times together, often catching arthouse films.
One day he asked me to try something experimental
for him. At that time I met directors like KIM Jeewoon and Bong Joon Ho. Things I worked on turned
out to be pretty successful and then more work kept
coming in. I thought I would get some film work once
in a blue moon, but I never expected that to happen.
Now I work with around ten different directors on
feature films or shorts, commercial or indie.
Director KIM asked me to work on I Saw the Devil ,
which felt like a big opportunity and was my first
feature. It was a special film with unique and
violent elements that was hard to make commercial
but I love that kind of film. I tried to bring several
different elements. For instance, violent films
usually use music that has a similarly violent edge,
but I wanted to try something more emotional, more
mellow. I used some bossa nova sounds, other Latin
American influences and some piano tunes to try
and express a sad feeling. KIM’s style is to twist
things in an interesting way.
Congratulations on your recent Best Music Prize at the Asian
Film Awards last month for The Age of Shadows . How did it
feel to get that prize?

Is it true that you have a background as an athlete?

Oh, a long time ago! Back when I was in school
I used to play rugby. I wasn’t really into rugby
but there were a lot of benefits with these sports
programs and I was more into macho culture at the
time. I gave it up after school. I was just interested
in the arts then.
How did you get started in the film industry?

I was really interested in all kinds of films but
when I was young, I had a huge ego and it was hard
to work with people in different industries. I only
respected a few people in the jazz and avant-garde
fields but then things changed as I became friends
with some filmmakers and I tried to listen to their
voice. I was then asked to do some film work and
that first time there wasn’t any pressure, it wasn’t a

I really didn’t expect anything. The other nominees
were big names that I have a lot of admiration for,
like SAKAMOTO Ryuichi and Xavier Jamaux, and
I felt so small. When I heard my name called out I
was shocked. I got such great direction from director
KIM, who is very sensitive about film scoring. In the
middle of shooting he’s always thinking about what
kind of music can fit in or create a certain mood or
make something better.
You have a close relationship with Kim Jee-woon, having
scored his last three films, not to mention his segments of
Doomsday Book and some shorts. How do you two work
together, are you brought in from an early stage?

It normally starts when he’s writing the script. He’ll
bring music to me, ask questions about different
musical genres and explain what he imagines in
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The Age of Shadows

I Saw the Devil

his head. He gives me every version of the script.
For example, the script for The Age of Shadows was
inspired by Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy, which we
loved. We wanted to make a cool spy film without any
other emotions, something very cold. We decided to
use less melodies and less harmonies, and use cold
notes to create a dynamic soundtrack.
Who are some of your favorite film composers, both in Korea
and abroad?

When I grew up I was really into David Shire, who
did Coppola’s The Conversation , and Lalo Schifrin.
These days I love Cliff Martinez, who used to work
with Soderbergh. In Korea I love SHIN Byung-ha,
who passed away a while ago, and who was also a
bass player. My dad’s friend knew him and I met him
a few times when I was young, over 20 years ago.
He did a lot of films in the 1970s and 80s. Actually I
have a lot of respect for people who worked on a lot of
films. I think professionalism is the most important
attribute of a film composer. I like Schifrin because
he did so many titles and was so versatile.
Your film scores encompass a wide range of musical genres.
Are there any styles you specialize in?

Writing film music is very challenging and when I
first entered that world I just wanted to do my own
style of music but I was hearing people say that I was
too Americanized or too stylish, too heavy, too deep,
and this motivated me to change up my style quite
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a lot. For a while I used my own style but now I like
to work with many different directors and I listen to
what they need and create new sounds for them like
a custom tailor.
How do you think Korean film music is unique from that of
other countries?

I think the Korean film industry is trying to chase
Hollywood’s model and has probably absorbed about
70% or 80% of their methods. But there’s still room
for something different. Hollywood’s system is very
professional on the one hand but also less creative on
the other, more rigid.
Doing The Last Stand (2013) in America was very
difficult. I had to present ideas many times in front of
different people and explain things every day. They
always had so many questions. I guess composers in
the US probably have assistants that can handle a lot
of the questions. I shared a studio with Hans Zimmer,
who has loads of staff but I just brought one person
from Korea but he couldn’t speak English well, so I
had to do most of the talking!
The biggest difference is that Hollywood’s market
is the whole planet, so they try to be less emotional,
more clear and dynamic. Korean films need
more feeling in their soundtracks, because of the
complicated relationships on screen.
You also work in the indie arena, frequently with director
SHIN Yeon-shick. Is it a different process for you?

I listen to what they need
and create new sounds for
them like a custom tailor.

Doomsday Book

Hwayi: A Monster Boy

Director SHIN uses a very independent style of
film production. He makes films through his own
company and writes very quickly. I think he can sit
down and finish a script in a week. Working with
him is quite a freeing experience without a lot of
pressure, and I’ve learnt a lot from him, especially
about the writing process. I actually produced his
new film Romans 8:37 , so I am learning about new
fields in the industry.
I used to live with cinematographer KIM Jee-yong
(The Age of Shadows ) and I learned a lot about his
work then. It’s the same with my different friends
in the industry. I love hearing about what they do
and try to understand their style of thinking and
expression.
When you go away and write the music, do you have a
process? Is there a lot of trial and error?

It’s all different and it depends on the director.
Some people want something done quickly,
others want more time to reflect on and develop
something. I’m really close with KIM Jee-woon
and sometimes he’ll just drop into my studio and
ask me to play the bass on the spot and he’ll go
“That’s it! Just record that. Don’t need to compose
anything else.” That’s what happened with the

piano tune on I Saw the Devil .
Can you tell us about some of the films you’re working on
next?

There’s Warriors of the Dawn and Roman 8:37 ,
which is already finished. I’m also working on
Criminal City (W/T), from a new director called
KANG Yoon-sung. It’s a hard-boiled noir about
Korean-Chinese people living in Korea. Actor Don
LEE (aka MA Dong-seok) put this project together.
I also did A Special Lady, another noir with KIM
Hye-soo, from new director LEE An-gyu. I’ve also
got Monster (W/T) on the way. It’s set in the Joseon
Era and director HEO Jong-ho wants to make
something really gothic. He’s suggested some heavy
metal for the soundtrack so I’m listening to a lot
of old metal and practicing metal guitar riffs. I’ve
also been talking a lot with KIM Jee-woon about
the score for his next film Jinroh: The Wolf Brigade
(W/T).
What is your favorite piece of music among your
soundtracks?

My style matches with The Age of Shadows , which
is very dry and percussive.

by Pierce Conran | photographed by OH Kye-ohk
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UPCOMING FILMS

Must-see

11 Korean Films in 2017

The Battleship Island
2017 | TBD | War, Action
DIRECTOR RYU Seung-wan
CAST HWANG Jung-min, SO Ji-sub, SONG Joong-ki, LEE Jung-hyun
RELEASE DATE Summer, 2017 CONTACT CJ Entertainment
Tel +82 2 371 8147 Email filmsales@cj.net

Following the success of Veteran , which became the third most
successful film of all time when it was released two summers
ago, director RYU Seung-wan and star of the moment
HWANG Jung-min are teaming up for the third time (the first
was 2010’s The Unjust ) for what looks to be the biggest film of
2017. A WWII escape drama with a massive budget and huge
stars spanning several age demographics, The Battleship
Island is poised to be a force to be reckoned with this summer.
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Joining HWANG are heartthrob SO Ji-sub (Always, 2011),
young superstar SONG Joong-ki (A Werewolf Boy, 2012) and
former singer LEE Jung-hyun (Alice in Earnestland , 2015).
Towards the end of World War II, the small Hashima island
(which has the nickname “Battleship Island” due to its
peculiar shape) off the coast of Japan is employed as a large
coal mine, for which some 400 Koreans are forced to work
under miserable conditions as forced laborers. A dark tension
pervades the island as the Japanese masters exact brutal force
on ordinary Koreans from all walks of life who were either
tricked or compelled into service on the island. On the cusp of
its secrets coming out, a daring escape plan is hatched by the
Korean prisoners on the island.
by Pierce Conran

Steel Rain
2017 | TBD | Spy, Action
DIRECTOR YANG Woo-seok CAST JUNG Woo-sung, KWAK Do-won
RELEASE DATE Fall/Winter 2017 CONTACT Contents Panda/NEW
Tel +82 2 3490 9336 Fax +82 2 515 1055 Email sales@its-new.co.kr

UHM Cheol-woo (JUNG woo-sung), a former North Korean
National Security agent, escapes to South Korea with the No.
1 of North Korea who has been injured due to a coup by hardliners against North Korea. One day, UHM comes across
KWAK Cheol-woo (KWAK Do-won), an acting chief of foreign
security affairs of the Blue House and they realize they have
to cooperate and proceed with a dangerous secret spy mission
in order to prevent a Korean war.
YANG Woo-suk, director of The Attorney (2013), this time
portrays South-North Korean relations. The film is based
on the original serial webtoon of the same title created by
the filmmaker himself, whose story was set in 2013 during
the 60th anniversary of the Korean Peninsula’s ceasefire
agreement. Actor KWAK Do-won who played a security

officer in The Attorney is cast again as the film’s main
character, while actor JUNG Woo-sung of Asura: The City
of Madness (2016) and The King takes up the challenge of
playing a North Korean agent. The film’s title, “Steel Rain”
is a clever interpretation of the Chinese characters in both
protagonists’ names, ‘Cheol-woo’.
by JO Min-joon

Anarchist from Colony
2017 | 124 min | Drama
DIRECTOR LEE Joon-ik CAST LEE Je-hoon, CHOI Hee-seo RELEASE DATE June, 2017
CONTACT M-Line Distribution Tel +82 2 796 2425 Fax +82 2 796 2429 Email sales@mline-distribution.com

In 1923 during the Japanese Occupation, Koreans who live in Tokyo are severely
exploited by the Japanese. After the Great Kanto Earthquake strikes Japan, the public
falls into chaos. To calm down people’s anxiety, the Japanese Cabinet decides to arrest
Korean men at random. Among innocent Korean men, the officer Mizno arrests a
young man named PARK Yeol (LEE Je-hoon) as an example. However PARK draws
the whole Cabinet into confusion by telling of the extreme scheme he had planned with
the Japanese Anarchist Fumiko; to “kill the Crown Prince of Japan.”
Known for his reinterpretation of Korean history through films such as Once Upon a
Time in a Battlefield (2003) and King and the Clown (2005), filmmaker LEE Joon-ik,
picking up from his last film, DONGJU: The Portrait of a Poet , once again explores the
life of a figure in Korea’s modern history. The main character of LEE’s 12th feature
is freedom fighter PARK Yeol who founded an anarchist group during the Japanese
Occupation yet is a fairly unknown historical figure to many Koreans. LEE states,
“I wanted to tell this incredible story in our history that took place in 1923 Tokyo
through PARK Yeol.” LEE Je-hoon of The Front Line (2011) and Architecture 101 (2012)
plays the role of PARK Yeol. 
by SONG Soon-jin
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Glass Garden
2017 | TBD | Mystery, Fantasy
DIRECTOR SHIN Su-won CAST MOON Geun-young, KIM Tae-hun, SUH Tai-wha
RELEASE DATE Fall, 2017 CONTACT Finecut
Tel +82 2 569 8777 Fax +82 2 569 6662 Email cineinfo@finecut.co.kr

Acclaimed independent filmmaker SHIN Su-won will return
later this year with her fourth feature, after blazing a trail on
the global festival circuit with edgy arthouse thrillers Pluto
(2013), which debuted at the Busan International Film Festival
before being invited to the Berlin International Film Festival,
and 2015’s Madonna , which premiered in the Un Certain Regard
section of the Cannes Film Festival. Glass Garden unites SHIN
for the first time with actress MOON Geun-young, who has
seldom been seen on the big screen in the last decade, only taking
on a supporting part in 2015’s period drama The Throne .
MOON plays Ph.D. student Jae-yeon, who, in spite of a disability,
is a brilliant researcher with a rare connection to nature.
Betrayed by her two-faced colleague and lover, she turns her
back on the world and hides deep in a forest, leading a lonely life
in a glass garden. Meanwhile, novelist Ji-hoon (KIM Tae-hun)
becomes fascinated with Jae-yeon and tries to grow close with
her, despite her cold attitude. He begins to write a novel inspired
by her, called The Glass Garden. She slowly allows herself to open
up to him. On the other hand, he comes to realize that a strange
thing is taking place in the garden and in his confusion makes
an irreparable mistake.
by Pierce Conran

Aridong (W/T)
2017 | TBD | Crime, Thriller
DIRECTOR KIM Hong-sun CAST BAEK Yoon-sik, SUNG Dong-il RELEASE DATE Fall/Winter 2017
CONTACT Contents Panda/NEW Tel +82 2 3490 9336 Fax +82 2 515 1055 Email sales@its-new.co.kr

Filmmaker KIM Hong-sun’s films have always been set in the midst of crimes from a
criminal’s point-of-view. Traffickers (2012) dissected the human organ trafficking business,
little-known to the public, while the protagonists of The Con Artists (2014) were theft experts
typical of caper films. But for the first time in Aridong , the story is told from the viewpoint of
those in pursuit of uncovering crime, yet by main characters atypical of genre conventions.
Deok-su (BAEK Yoon-sik) is a grumpy landlord of a small apartment block in Aridong who
always pushes the tenants to pay their overdue rent. One day, people in the town, especially
the elderly, go missing one by one and are eventually found dead. Though the whole town
is threatened by a mysterious serial killer, nobody, not even the police, has a clue who the
criminal is. Then, old ex-detective Pyung-dal (SUNG Dong-il) suddenly appears and asks
Deok-su for help, saying they can catch the murderer together as he thinks there is already
someone suspicious.
by JO Min-joon
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The Mimic
2017 | 100 min | Horror
DIRECTOR HUH Jung CAST YUM Jung-ah, PARK Hyuk-kwon
RELEASE DATE Summer 2017 CONTACT Contents Panda/NEW
Tel +82 2 3490 9336 Fax +82 2 515 1055 Email sales@its-new.co.kr

Filmmaker HUH Jung of Hide and Seek (2013) once again
goes for the urban myth horror.
Hee-yeon (YUM Jung-ah) moves to her hometown near Mt.
Jang, wishing for her mother-in-law to remember how she lost
Hee-yeon’s missing son Jun-suh. One day, near a cave in Mt.
Jang, Hee-yeon meets a girl in tatters who reminds her of Junsuh. Feeling sympathy, Hee-yeon decides to spare her a bed
until she finds the girl’s parents.
Gradually, the girl begins to mimic Hee-yeon’s daughter, Junhee, her voice and looks; eventually she begins to call Heeyeon mom. As the girl enters the house, strange things begin
to happen to the family and at last, the mother-in-law who
suffered from auditory hallucinations disappears to the cave
with the legend about a mysterious creature.
Picking up from his previous work, HUH recreates the horror
of familial disintegration. Actress YUM Jung-ah, who has
recently been crossing genres through works such as Cart
(2014) and The Spies (2012), returns to the horror genre 14
years since her appearance in A Tale of Two Sisters (2003).
PARK Hyuk-kwon of Proof of Innocence (2016) stars as Heeyeon’s husband Min-ho.
by JO Min-joon

Midnight Runners
2017 | TBD | Action, Comedy
DIRECTOR Jason KIM CAST PARK Seo-jun, KANG Ha-neul
RELEASE DATE August, 2017 CONTACT Lotte Entertainment
Tel +82 2 3470 3540 Fax +82 2 3470 3549 Email international@lotte.net

KIM Ju-hwan, also known as Jason KIM, has an
interesting track record. While handling the financing
and marketing of Korean hit titles such as The Thieves
(2012), The Yellow Sea (2010) and I Saw the Devil (2010),
he used his spare time to polish his directing skills.
Since his directorial debut feature, Koala (2013), he has
put out his short Retriever last year and next is this
year’s commercial feature film Midnight Runners . His
filmography displays his interest in the reality and dilemmas
of the youth generation which continues in his latest fullfledged genre film.
Two apathetic police academy recruits become best buddies
through their tough training and witness a woman being

abducted right before their very eyes. As they were taught in
the academy, they quickly report the incident to the police,
but the police are in no hurry to jump on the case. So the duo
decide to take the matter into their own hands and rescue the
woman.
by JO Min-joon
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A Taxi Driver
2017 | TBD | Drama
DIRECTOR JANG Hoon
CAST SONG Kang-ho, Thomas Kretschmann, YOO Hai-jin, RYU Jun-yeol
RELEASE DATE Q3, 2017 CONTACT Showbox
Tel +82 2 3218 5640 Fax +82 2 3444 6688 Email sales@showbox.co.kr

May, 1980. Man-seob (SONG Kang-ho) is a taxi driver in
Seoul who lives hand-to-mouth, raising his young daughter
alone after his wife passed away, leaving significant hospital
bills behind. One day, he hears about a foreigner who'll pay
big money for a drive down to Gwangju city and back. Not
knowing that the foreigner is a German journalist (Thomas
Kretschmann) with a hidden agenda to investigate the
rumors of Gwangju, Man-seob takes the job.
Filmmaker JANG Hoon, who has displayed his own unique
character since his debut feature Rough Cut (2008) and his
following works such as Secret Reunion (2010) and The Front
Line (2011), returns with a story of ordinary people caught
in the whirlwind of the Gwangju Democratization Movement.

Based on the true story of Jurgen Hinzpeter, who reported
the truth about Gwangju to the entire world, and the taxi
driver who drove him all the way to Gwangju, A Taxi Driver
raises expectations with a main cast that features German
actor Thomas Kretschmann of The Pianist and Valkyrie , and
Korean actor SONG Kang-ho of Snowpiercer (2013).
by SONG Soon-jin

A Day
2017 | TBD | Mystery, Drama
DIRECTOR CHO Sun-ho CAST KIM Myung-min, BYUN Yo-han
RELEASE DATE June, 2017 CONTACT Finecut
Tel +82 2 569 8777 Fax +82 2 569 6662 Email cineinfo@finecut.co.kr

Following a long trip overseas, talented doctor Jun-young
(KIM Myung-min) witnesses a car crash as he goes to
meet his daughter. To his dismay, the victim of the accident
turns out to be none other than his beloved daughter Eunjung. Suddenly, time goes backwards and the event repeats
itself like deja vu. Eun-jung is once again hit by a taxi and
the paramedic Min-chul (BYUN Yo-han) checks on several
victims including his own wife, who was inside the taxi.
The terrible events repeat yet again and then again. In this
endless loop, Jun-young notices that he is not the only one
trying to save a loved one in the repeated events. Jun-young
and Min-chul join forces to change the terrible scenes that
are playing before them.
For his first film, CHO Sun-ho, a former assistant director
and screenwriter on Killer Toon (2013), teams up with veteran
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star KIM Myung-min, the lead of the period detective comedy
Detective K series, who was last seen playing the president
in Pandora (2016), and is soon to be seen in the North Korea
action-thriller V.I.P. , and new star BYUN Yo-han, who broke
out in Socialphobia (2015) and TV roles before appearing in
last year’s Will You Be There?.
by Pierce Conran

RV: Resurrected Victims (W/T)
2017 | TBD | Supernatural Drama
DIRECTOR KWAK Kyung-taek CAST KIM Rae-won, KIM Hae-sook
RELEASE Date Q4, 2017 CONTACT Showbox
Tel +82 2 3218 5640 Fax +82 2 3444 6688 Email sales@showbox.co.kr

Jin-hong (KIM Rae-won) is a cold-hearted prosecutor and
notorious workaholic. He's obsessed with catching the person
who killed his mother (KIM Hae-sook) on the streets seven
years ago. Unbelievably, his dead mother returns home and
attacks him. Surreal cases called RVP (Resurrected Victims
Phenomenon) are reported globally where murder victims come
back to life to avenge their murderers, and based on this, Jinhong becomes the prime suspect of his own mother’s murder.
Filmmaker KWAK Kyung-taek, who depicted the turbulent
lives and friendships of boys modeled after true characters in
Friend (2001), and another true story following the search for
a kidnapped child in The Classified File (2015), takes up the
challenge of a new genre, a full-fledged thriller dealing with

the unique subject matter of ‘RVP’. KIM Rae-won of Gangnam
Blues (2015) plays the main man Jin-hong, while KIM Haesook whose charisma shined in films such as The Thieves
(2012), Assassination (2015) and The Handmaiden (2016) stars
as the murder victim who returns from the dead.
by SONG Soon-jin

Room No.7
2017 | TBD | Thriller, Black Comedy
DIRECTOR LEE Yong-seung CAST SHIN Ha-kyun, DOH Kyung-soo
RELEASE DATE Q3, 2017 CONTACT Lotte Entertainment
Tel +82 2 3470 3540 Fax +82 2 3470 3549 Email international@lotte.net

Tae-jung (DOH Kyung-soo), the part-time worker of a DVD
room, a private room given to customers to view DVDs in
complete privacy, hides a shipment of drugs in room #7 in
exchange for wiping off his debt. One day, Tae-jung goes back
to the room to retrieve the drugs for the dealer but realizes
that the door is completely locked down by his employer
(SHIN Ha-kyun), who also has secretly hidden a dead body
inside. A dangerous battle of wits ensues between a man who
must lock away the secret behind the door of room #7, and
another, who must go inside.
This is the commercial feature debut of LEE Yong-seung who
swept awards including the FIPRESCI Award at the Hong
Kong International Film Festival and the Best New Director
at the Wildflower Film Awards in Korea with his film 10
minutes (2014). As a continuation of his candid depiction

of the discrimination and conflict between regular and nonregular employees in his previous work, this film employs genre
conventions to explore the reality of individual proprietors of
Korea. The owner of a DVD room, Doo-shik is played by SHIN
Ha-kyun, and boyband EXO member, DOH Kyung-soo, who
also starred in films such as Cart (2014), My Annoying Brother
(2016) and the upcoming blockbuster Along with the Gods , is
cast as the DVD room part-time worker, Tae-jung.
by JO Min-joon
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REPORT

Dexter Studios is unique in Korea, where
almost all the stages of filmmaking investment, production, distribution and
exhibition - are dominated by large companies.
They are the first listed VFX company in Korea
and they are now dreaming of becoming a
‘Korean Disney’, expanding their business scope all
around the world. CHUNG Ji-hyun, Head manager of
Pictures Department, tells us how Dexter is working
towards a bigger future, breaking into new areas like IP
development and the VR business.

Dreaming of
a wider World

Dexter Studios Expands Beyond
Film Production and VFX

Dexter Studios heard its name
called out at the 36th Hong
Kong Film Awards on April
9th, where Dexter Studios won
the Best Visual Effects Award
for The Monkey King 2 . It was
an unexpected event because cultural and economic exchanges
between Korea and China today are not as active as they have
been in the past.
CHUNG explains as follows: “Since VFX work requires
trust and close collaboration from all the involved partners,
most Chinese directors, producers and investors who have
worked with us want to do so again. For example, we have
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made several films with TSUI
Hark, including Young Detective
Dee: Rise of the Sea Dragon , The
Taking of Tiger Mountain and Sword
Master , followed by Journey to the West: Demon Chapter and
The Monkey King series.”
Since its establishment in 2011, Dexter has reigned as Korea's
leading VFX company armed with solid technology. It has won
the Technical Achievement Award at the Blue Dragon Awards,
Technical Achievement Award and the Visual Effects Award
at the Korean Association of Film Critics Awards, Technical
Achievement Award at the Chunsa Film Awards and the Best
Visual Effects Award at the Asian Film Awards with Mr. Go

VR set in Dexter Studios

(2013), directed by KIM Yong-hwa, who is also the founder of
Dexter Studios. Dexter has also been awarded contracts for
its VFX work on several Korean films including Along with
the Gods , Real , Silence , Room No.7 and Warriors of the Dawn ,
featuring LEE Jung-jae and YEO Jin-gu, which was partly
financed by Dexter, to be released in May.

Korea Is Narrow, So We Go Abroad
Dexter's continued growth owes a great deal to its global
strategy, as it aims at the international market, which
proved to be an effective strategy from the beginning. Dexter
established a joint venture in China and was charged with
a number of works by TSUI Hark. In particular, with TSUI

they won the Best Visual Effects Award at the Changchun
Film Festival for Young Detective Dee: Rise of the Sea and
the Visual Effects Award at the Taipei Golden Horse Film
Festival for The Taking of Tiger Mountain. The Visual Effects
Award of The Monkey King 2 at the Hong Kong Film Awards
is also an example of Dexter's great performance in China.
In 2014, Dexter founded Dexter China. Their strategy is to
focus on technology development in Korea and actual VFX
work is mainly done in Dexter China. Dexter is also stepping
up with its efforts to upgrade their technology, especially
focusing on digital human technology, which was first
applied to the Chinese film League of Gods . In this film, the
main character, played by Jet LI, is shown at various ages,
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which represented the most difficult challenge among VFX
technologies. It is a lot of hard work to make the images blend
smoothly with the actual appearance because otherwise it
looks unnatural.
After League of Gods , Dexter took another stab at digital
human technology, where, this time, they turned a character
into a warrior. Dexter’s movie Along with the Gods , to be
released in December, shows this technology for the first time
in Korea. “Dexter has become very popular among film clients
for this digital human technology, as it used to be available
only at some leading Hollywood companies.”

Crossing the Boundaries of Reality
In addition, Dexter has entered the first phase of VR content
creation. Starting with the VR service ‘HOWSER’, Dexter
has built a dedicated team for VR content production and
R&D, and this team has started to produce full-scale projects.
“You will be able to see the results starting from the third
quarter of this year.” CHUNG added: “Dexter's VR content is
focused on Cinematic VR. We will collaborate with our content
production division, as well as with various outside directors
and content companies.”
CHUNG continued: “Dexter has consistently invested in R&D
at an annual average of 6.9% of sales since the company’s
inception. In 2013, the company invested 3.91%, 9.79% in
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2014, 6.78% in 2015 and 4.43% in 2016. For Dexter, R&D is
very important because it minimizes costs and maximizes
quality. VFX requires a lot of manpower. Therefore, the key
to cost reduction is directly related to manpower investment.
Dexter is currently developing algorithms that can increase
the quality of images while minimizing human labor, through
more than 80 self-developed in-house tools. In particular,
Dexter is the only VFX company in Korea with digital human
technology for film production. In Hollywood, it is only possible
with some leading companies. We are expanding into software
that can be applied to various areas such as hair, clothing,
environments, etc., and we will continue to develop technology
so that we can become a standardized module in the industry.”

Stepping up in the IP World
Dexter is also expanding its content-related business beyond
VFX, in cooperation with China. A good example is Kungfu
Robot , co-produced with Wanda Pictures. Kungfu Robot is to
be directed by JK YOUN (Ode to My Father , 2014), and it is
the first joint venture project invested by Wanda Pictures.
Recently, CJ Entertainment took a 51% stake in JK Film, the
production company of JK YOUN, and Kungfu Robot became
a joint work of Dexter, Wanda Pictures and CJ Entertainment.
Set in the near future, the sci-fi human comedy Kungfu Robot ,
which depicts the process of robots learning Kung Fu, has

completed the first stage of planning and development at
Dexter and is in a suitable position for Wanda Pictures and
the Chinese film market.
In July 2016, Dexter signed an MOU with Alpha Pictures
of Alpha Group, which is China's top toy and animation
company. Although investment was already confirmed,
it has begun full-scale cooperation to attract additional
investment of CNY 15 million (USD 2.2 million) for Along
With the Gods . “At present, we are discussing the timing
of distribution with China, and the joint development
and production of contents. We want to look for various
cooperation initiatives starting with the work of Alpha
Group’s own webtoon IP.”
The IP business will also be expanded to become Dexter's
main business. Currently, Dexter’s co-designed works
include Korean and Chinese films such as 731 (W/T), jointly
developed with Blossom Pictures, Cheer up Mrs. LEE (W/
T), which is co-developed with Yong Film (The Handmaiden
producer), Space Alliance (W/T) and Ari's book (W/T), which
won a screenplay contest award held by Dexter last year.
Among these, Space Alliance and Ari ’s Book are aiming to
advance into the Chinese animation market. In addition,
CHUNG is seeking to find exciting items among Chinese
webtoons and novels as well as original Korean IP.
Myo, Sleeper’s Map (W/T) is a new IP project that Dexter is
currently developing. It is a fantasy adventure where people
who are buried alive in an ancient emperor’s tomb escape
from secret weapons and traps installed inside the tomb.
Dexter signed an MOU with the mobile content platform
KakaoPage and plans to make movie and TV drama versions
of Myo, Sleeper’s Map (W/T) in the near future. CHUNG

Inside Dexter Studios and its staffs

Digital human created by Dexter Studios

said, “This project can easily be turned into different stories
by changing its components. It can switch into different time
settings, with different tribes and nations. So I think the best
path for IP business would be to advance into the web content
platform where we could make a new challenge.”
Dexter expects to show its IP potential by presenting wellmade and different works in Asian markets, which will
hopefully be a great advantage when entering other markets
in the future.
Their latest announcement, Our Wish is War , is also a project
worth watching out for. This film, based on a novel by JANG
Kang-myung, is a crime action set against the backdrop of the
Korean Peninsula in the unified period. As it is a story about a
special situation in Korea, it may not be easy to expand to the
Chinese market right away, but CHUNG said, “Since the story
itself has potential as a series, there will be a room to consider
the Chinese market from that point of view.”
Dexter is not satisfied to remain as a VFX specialist and
is moving on to become a leading film studio. Dexter is
planning to focus on genres like fantasy, science fiction and
adventure to show their VFX capabilities. “When choosing
IPs, Dexter considers the global market, it is not only limited
to the domestic market. We are not limited in terms of genres
either, we also want to develop IP that can work in the
Chinese market, the Japanese and North American markets.”
Korea, China and the whole world will soon be able to see
how much further Dexter may grow.
by SONG Soon-jin
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The New Korean Filmmakers of 2017

Young
a
n
d

Talented
A new group of young filmmakers with solid foundations has been stepping into
the spotlight during the first half of 2017. They are entering the industry with new
approaches by either tackling genres rarely touched upon in Korean films, or dealing
with extraordinary stories that have been difficult to explore in mainstream cinema.
Furthermore, these filmmakers have brought their skilled backgrounds to their first
projects. Despite the fact that they are newcomers, they manage their casts with
finesse, and present impressive debut features that are every bit as good as those
of veteran filmmakers. Here we introduce a few fresh, but far from inexperienced
filmmakers.
by JEONG Han-seok | photographs from Cine21
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of THE ARTIST: REBORN

The Artist: Reborn

KIM Kyoung-won

The Filmmaker Who Almost
Single-handedly Made His Own Commercial Film

Recently, there has been one particular path the
Korean commercial film industry has been paying
attention to, which is to efficiently discover a
talented new filmmaker and make the most of his
or her talent in order to push out the maximum
amount of entertainment at the least cost. Of course
such attempts are not always successful. Certain
filmmakers prove to fall short of expectations, and
others fail to adapt to the existing commercial film
system.
In this sense, KIM Kyoung-won, who directed

The Artist: Reborn, is the filmmaker the Korean
commercial film industry should take notice of for singlehandedly making an almost mainstream-like film outside the
boundaries of the mainstream commercial industry, and doing so with
outstanding production qualities.
The protagonist of The Artist: Reborn is the unknown abstract painter
OH In-sook (RYU Hyun-kyung) who also goes by the name Gisele.
One day, she comes across a young curator named PARK Jae-bum
(PARK Jung-min) who opens the door to her career after recognizing
her talent. Finally In-sook gets the break she needs when she gets the
opportunity to show her work at a small gallery. Unfortunately, this
is cut short when she suddenly dies from a heart attack. But a turn
of events occurs when ‘Gisele’ becomes known as the talented artist
whose life was cut short, and the price of her works start to skyrocket.
Jae-bum exploits In-sook’s death by attempting to raise the price of
her works even more. But to his dismay, things get utterly complicated
when In-sook returns from the dead.
KIM states that he came up with the idea for The Artist: Reborn
while watching TV. He recalls a comment from a Korean entertainer
who purchased an Uzbekistani’s painting at a cheap price, “I hope
the painter lives a long life” which in fact, within the entertainer’s
sarcastic tone, meant that if the painter dies, the price of his
artwork will go up. Catching the irony, KIM said he felt a certain
“mercilessness” in the entertainer’s words. Why does an artist’s death
have excessive impact on the value of artwork? Who encourages it?
Who are the consumers of such works? Are such things justifiable?
This complicated, depressing and serious theme is handled in a buoyant,
yet biting way by the director. The film humors the audience from the
outset, then critiques the situation as it cheerfully moves ahead to its
final destination.
The talent that KIM proves through his film is his ability to maintain
a good balance between theme and entertainment. In addition to this,
he has displayed almost all the merits of a commercial filmmaker
ranging from a good script (written by the director himself) and the
right cast to elaborate directing skills.
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of LUCID DREAM

Lucid Dream

KIM Joon-sung
New Style, Familiar Story

KIM Joon-sung, the director of Lucid Dream ,
was originally working on a different project,
an independent film about school violence. Lucid
Dream was just a script he had submitted for a
screenplay contest. However, during the process,
the head of film production company Rod Pictures
discovered the script and immediately hired KIM
to direct the film. Above all, the fresh new idea
behind Lucid Dream was what made the company
reach out to the filmmaker. Just like that, KIM
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unexpectedly became a mainstream filmmaker.
Dae-ho (KO Soo) is a journalist specializing in corporate corruption.
He is a single dad bringing up his young son on his own. One
day, a trip to the amusement park with his son ends up with his
disappearance. For the next three years, Dae-ho searches for him but
he’s unable to uncover a single clue. When he comes across news of a
crime solved through the lucid dream technique overseas, he decides
to try this method for his own predicament.
The storyline brings to mind a few different films. When asked how
much he was influenced by Christopher Nolan’s Inception , KIM
replied, “In fact I spent a lot of time trying to figure out how I could
get around such a superb film as Inception . In terms of the dramatic
structure, I often referred to Source Code due to the similarities
of the flow of the story, which goes back and forth between dreams
and reality.” He also adds, “James Cameron said that if the visual
elements and subject matter of a film are unique, the storyline should
be universal. Because the subject of the film I wanted to make was
unusual, I chose a storyline that was universally relatable.”
KIM believes that it was Hollywood films of the 1990s that cultivated
his passion in film. He used to work in a major corporate content
development team, and later as the assistant to filmmaker KANG
Woo-suk. He has an affinity for Hollywood-style films, while having
hands-on production experience in Korean mainstream film,
affording him a familiarity with the Korean commercial film system.
Accordingly, as a filmmaker, popular appeal is what he values above
all as he expresses his aspiration to “make genre films that can be
enjoyed by the general public, just like James Cameron.”
Lucid Dream was presold its global rights to Netflix becoming the
second Korean film to do so after Pandora (2016). KIM is currently
working on a project based on government employees who were
involved in the bidding campaign of the 1988 Seoul Olympics.

KIM Hyung-ju

outside forces entering a place like this could evoke an interesting
setting and atmosphere.”
The main character of The Sheriff in Town is Dae-ho (LEE Sung-min)
who goes by the nickname ‘Sheriff’. He is an ex-cop, forced to quit his
job when his excessive investigative practices got him in trouble. After
moving back to his hometown Gijang, he continues to interfere in and
solve every neighborhood problem. It’s like he has taken on the mantle
of ‘Gijang’s neighborhood watch’, for which the neighbors sarcastically
brand him as ‘Sheriff’. One day, a businessman from outside comes to
the neighborhood and sparks a redevelopment boom. Around the same
time, a drug gang appears in a neighboring resort area, Haeundae.
Sheriff Dae-ho senses that the connection between the businessman
from outside and the drug gang isn’t just a coincidence and sets out to
investigate the matter.
The filmmaker defines the film’s genre as a ‘local investigation crime
film’, and explains why, “I wanted to set this film apart from other
existing investigation crime films. It tells the story of civilian Daeho who runs all over the place to see that justice is served although
he isn’t a cop or prosecutor. Because of its local sensibility, I wanted
to use the expression, ‘local investigation crime film’.” He might be a
newcomer, but KIM manages to bring out the best from veteran actors
such as LEE Sung-min and CHO Jin-woong, as well as quite a few
laughs.
Nameless Gangster: Rules of the Time (2012) director YOON Jong-bin
served as the producer of The Sheriff in Town . After graduating from
university, KIM worked outside of film until he returned as a director’s
assistant on Lost & Found (2008). He went on to work on IM Kwontaek’s Hanji (2011) and a few other commercial films as assistant to
the director. Then came YOON’s KUNDO: Age of the Rampant (2014)
for which he worked as first AD. This relationship finally developed
into one of the most awaited Korean comedies of the year, The Sheriff
in Town where KIM will have the opportunity to show off his talent.

of THE SHERIFF IN TOWN

The Sheriff in Town

‘Gijang’ is a small city located on the outskirts of the
second largest city in Korea, Busan. This is where
KIM Hyung-ju’s debut feature The Sheriff in Town
is set. There is something quite special about Gijang.
Although it is part of Busan, its suburban locality
has made it an independent place that isn’t open to
outsiders. The filmmaker states, “It hasn’t been long
since Gijang has been added to the city of Busan.
Perhaps this explains the modern, urban-like mood
that co-exists with the peaceful rural sentiments that
you can experience when you visit Gijang. I thought

A Rookie with proven Skill Sets
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of The Prison

The Prison

NA Hyun

A Craftsman of Storytelling

Former detective Yu-gon (KIM Rae-won) is sent
to prison. He used to be a veteran cop famous for
his outstanding ability to round up criminals.
Unfortunately, he’s now just a prisoner. To make
matters worse, he is severely harassed by his
cellmates who hold grudges against him for putting
them behind bars while he was still active as a cop.
His effort to steel himself in order to survive only
gets him into a number of unfortunate situations.
Ik-ho (HAN Suk-kyu) takes interest in Yu-gon.
Ik-ho parades as a model prisoner but is in fact
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the leader of the prison whose words even the warden must follow.
Furthermore, he can come in and out of prison at his will. This
prison is not a place for reform, but a kingdom ruled by Ik-ho. This is
the basic storyline of The Prison .
Of course, it’s a tale that can never come true in reality. But this is
exactly why it is interesting as a story. The fact that it’s intriguing as
a story is the strongest point of The Prison . “I came up with the idea
just like that. ‘What if a prison is not where you pay the price for a
crime, but a place that reproduces new crimes? What if the prisoners
control the prison guards? What if the prisoners can freely move in
and out of prison gates?’ I wanted to create a totally different kind
of prison film,” explains the director. The filmmaker of this work is
NA Hyun who is already known as a talented screenplay writer. The
Prison is his directorial debut.
As a screenwriter, NA has been involved in numerous hits. When
gangster comedies were still going strong, his Mokpo, Gangster’s
Paradise (2004) raised the bar for the genre, while films such as May
18 (2007) and Forever the Moment (2008) became recognized as his
most notable works. May 18 dealt with the Gwangju Democratization
Movement, and Forever the Moment highlighted the joys and sorrows
of the Korean women’s national handball team. He also participated
as co-writer on My Way (2011) and South Bound (2013).
He is known for his talent to discover subject matters based in reality
and transforming them into dramatic tales, which is something
reflected in The Prison . Of course, he learned through his debut film
that directing a film is different from writing a screenplay. The
phrase that was most frequently expressed to him by his crew was,
“This will be difficult.” Nevertheless, NA continued to persuade
them throughout the film shoot. Meaning he made the effort to
remain true to the f low of the story he originally intended. The
Prison signals the emergence of a strong new filmmaker who
respects the value of a story and storytelling.

YANG Kyung-mo

film after having met that kind of con man, which was when he came
up with the idea for this film. He started writing the script which took
five years to take its current form, and an additional two years was
needed to secure financing. It also took him six months to do research,
meeting people in related fields and investigating. Of course the script
had to go through numerous revisions. The director says, “It was like
having tunnel vision, and pushing ahead in one (straight) line, just
like the film’s title.”
The result was a fresh new commercial film. There were already a
number of Korean genre films based on swindlers like CHOI Donghoon’s The Big Swindle (2004) and The Thieves (2012) to name a few
famous works. Yet One-line sets itself apart from CHOI’s films with
its relatively laid back approach and the way in which it seems to
follow genre conventions, but then forces the audience to contemplate
the desolate and dark side of society. This confirms the merits of this
newcomer as an accomplished filmmaker.
YANG originally began his career as a medical student, but shifted
gears to film later than others. “In 2003, I spent all the money I had
to purchase a camcorder with which I started recording my mother by
following behind her. It was then that I felt I might be able to make
films,” he says. He graduated from the Korea National University of
Arts and attracted attention at various short film festivals. He was
finally able to enter the mainstream film industry after receiving an
award at a feature film script contest.
YANG explains, “I believe the process of continuously asking myself
if I am getting closer to the story and characters in a good way,
and whether I am expressing them well is important. With One
Line , I made sure to be cautious of being overly influenced by rigid
genre conventions. And I vowed not to rely on existing films.” This
sounds like he may be going for a new type of film which pursues
the entertaining aspect of genre without letting genre cliches impose
themselves. Even YANG’s future plans are well thought out, “The
stories I want to tell are not the kind everyone else does. They are the
ones that have to be told, but have yet to be.”

One-line

There are quite a few people who wish to take
out bank loans, but are unable to. It happens
everywhere. During the mid 2000s, there
was a surge of swindlers in Korea who forged
identities and property details for people in such
a predicament and received large commissions for
taking out loans on their behalf. Filmmaker YANG
Kyung-mo’s One-line is a genre film based on these
kinds of people who con the banks and even each
other.
YANG finally makes his directorial debut with this

of ONE-LINE

A Filmmaker Who’s Been Invested in One Film
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FEATURE

A New Wave in
the Korean
Documentary Scene
Evolving Personal Documentaries

For many years, Korean documentaries have been subject to a master
narrative. Hence, it was not until the 2000s that the trend of personal
voices started bursting out of the screen. Along with the symbolic
commercial success of films such as Old Partner (2009) and My Love,

Don’t Cross That River (2014), personal documentaries have branched
out in various ways and are still evolving.
Here we introduce the transformation of the Korean documentary,
including essay documentaries and new directors at the forefront
of the Korean documentary scene whose works start out from the
individual to finally embrace society, period and even history. A list
of works that have been showcased at the Jeonju International Film
Festival from April 27th to May 6th also mirrors the current state of
Korean documentaries.
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At one time, documentaries were considered as objective
educational current affairs programs with a touch of
political nuance as if the dark ages of the 1980s left a
responsibility to uncover the truth up to them. In the 90s,
when activism documentaries were the mainstream, selfnarrated documentaries started to emerge. These ‘personal
documentaries’ mostly directed by female filmmakers weren’t
taken as seriously as ‘conventional’ documentaries.
It is still hard to claim that these personal documentaries have
joined the mainstream, and furthermore, the attitudes towards
these types of films have not really changed.
Regardless, personal documentaries have slowly changed in
terms of their definition, recognition and character as we see
in the films that have actually been made. Since the 2000s,
personal documentaries are no longer considered to be on the
fringes, but a method that questions the boundary between the
private and the public spaces.
HONG Jae-hee’s My Father’s E-mails (2014) and PARK Moonchil’s My Place (2014) journey from intimate family stories to
pick up the major narratives of Korea’s modern history and
then return to the individual. Throughout this all, these films
depict the inseparable relationship between history and the
individual, and how it is passed down to the next generation.
JEONG Su-eun’s One Warm Spring Day (2016) is an extension
of this trend, but instead of using the context of modern
history as a twist, it presents it as constantly palpitating
between contexts of modern history and the family.

Bringing Down the Wall between the Individual, Society
and an Era
Personal documentaries just focusing on the daily routines of
an individual are still being made. Dear Grandma (2016) tells
the director’s story as she decides to document her grandma
who attempted to commit suicide. What sets this film apart
from other documentaries highlighting the lives of aging
people is that the documentarian as an individual and her
grandmother’s relationship is at the center of the film. While
dealing with the issues of the life and death of a person in her
golden years, this film succeeded in attracting empathy and
support from the audience with its positive energy towards
life that it worked hard to convey.
KIM Soo-vin’s Welcome to Playhouse (2015) is the filmmaker’s
personal story of getting pregnant and experiencing marriage,
childcare, housekeeping and serving her in-laws at a young
age in her early 20s. The film is reminiscent of RYU Mi-rye’s
My Sweet Baby (2010) that shows how the filmmaker juggles
between raising her children and making her documentary
or Jimin’s Two Lines (2012), which dealt with an unexpected
pregnancy and moving in with a partner, yet differs in form
and structure as the director actively stages herself in the
film.
Staging oneself seems to be a recent trend. Unlike the
‘realistic’ or ‘sincere’ approach that used to be a priority in
personal documentaries, this has been replaced by a ‘staged
reality’. In other words, personal documentaries of recent
times expand on or transform the idea of ‘realism’ or ‘sincerity’
we are familiar with.
Areum (2015) is perhaps the film that is most representative
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of this trend. It isn’t anything new for a filmmaker to
explore the subject of his/her own body. But with the need
for documenting pending social issues during the late 2000s
including apartment redevelopment projects or the ‘Four
Major Rivers Project’, it became difficult to find these selfnarrating documentations.
During this time, Areum was the first self-diary-type
documentary that came out in a long time. The fact that the
body is considered a restriction is most similar to Gina KIM’s
Video Diary (2001). However, unlike director Gina KIM
who explored herself strictly from the viewpoint of a lonely
individual, filmmaker PARKKANG A-reum doesn’t just limit
this to when one is alone, but continues exploring herself as
a social being. PARKKANG devotes the film to the subject of
one’s own physical features and how others evaluate it as she
specifically exposes herself in front of the camera.
For the filmmaker to function as an actor before the camera
contributes in dissolving borders between documentary,
feature and experimental filmmaking. First of all, the origins
of the experimental approach to shift between documentary
and feature can be found in JANG Hee-sun’s Making Sundried Red Peppers (1999). Making Sun-dried Red Peppers is a
docu-fiction that tells the story of three generations of mothers
and daughters, which the filmmaker turned her camera on
her real family except herself. KIM Sook-hyun’s Searching for
Dead Dogs (2010) uses a dramatic narrative tone to distance
herself from her own story.

The Performance of ‘Distanciation’
Presenting a performance that creates a sense of
unfamiliarity to the story in a documentary occasionally
reaches out on the broader scale of social space instead of just
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remaining as a personal subject matter.
CHOI Jin-sung, accompanied by indie musicians, travels to
the Namhan River and the Nakdong River where construction
is taking place for the Four Major Rivers Project to give
a performance in the Reservoir Dogs series (2010, 2011).
PARK So-hyun’s The Knitting Club (2016) introduces a
group of travel company employees who present their own
performances by getting together to knit and install their knit
work at bus stations.
It seems that the current trend for documentary filmmakers
is to weave meaningless things together. IM Cheol-min’s
Prisma (2012) attempts to put together the various personal
videos of people the filmmaker knows despite the rough and
amateurish look of the footage. It’s like he is presenting his
own performance during the editing process instead of doing
it in front of the camera.
KOO Dae-hee’s Ladies’ Lunchtime (2016) introduces women
of diverse occupations and age groups who get together for
reasons that are not explained to spend their lunch breaks
together. And through the ambiguity of the filmmaker’s
intentions and the connections of the women, the film gives
the audience room to get involved.
These trends extend to documentaries dealing with social
issues. The young filmmakers who gathered for the Act as a
Media series position themselves as activists and filmmakers
to create a joint project that may lack satisfactory images
but are charged with great ambition. Such attempts are
obviously in line with the trend to discover the reason of
existence through the act of connecting video images. Now
documentaries seek direction within the practice of combining
the polished and the coarse.
by KIM So-hee

Rising New Korean Documentary Filmmakers

Cyclical Night

Son’s Time

The Old Lotus

PAIK Jong-kwan

WON Tae-woong

JANG Yun-mi

Frequency Resonance (2012)
Cyclical Night (2016)

The Day Going to Market (2011)
Son’s Time (2014)

Mom Goes into Her Room (2014)
The Old Lotus (2016)

PAIK Jong-kwan mostly focuses on directing
experimental documentaries. ‘Quotation’ is one of
the most striking aspects of defining his body of
work. Frequency Resonance is a sound montage
of music, voices and a variety of noise from
radio shows. As the filmmaker reveals, his work
is a ‘found sound’ that expands the concept of
‘found footage’ to sound. This seems like an act
of capturing the temporal sound from the radio
and changing its nature. As listening to the radio
simultaneously occurs with other actions on the
move, likewise the images shown from a film
seem as though they are drifting.
There is an exchange between ‘found footage’ and
‘found text’ in Cyclical Night . Face excerpts from
video images spanning four segmented periods
in Korean history from 1960 to 2015 are mixed
with four different text phrases or readings to
question the boundaries between what can and
cannot be seen, existence and non-existence.
The filmmaker creates expectations for his next
experiment as he combines quotation and selfquotation to raise the question of what is new
about this generation, and what is original about
oneself.

WON Tae-woong ’s first film The Day Going
to Market documents the filmmaker’s
journey as he accompanies his parents who
periodically travel to Seoul to buy various
goods. The driving force of his film is not
conversation, but the continuation of silence.
Unlike most personal family documentaries
which reveal conflict or reconciliation through
dialogue, the characters in his film rarely
open their mouths. He often juxtaposes two
rooms divided by a wall in the same frame
which recalls a rather strange mood to this
ordinary daily space. Nevertheless, there is
unusual warmth to his work.
In Son’s Time , the filmmaker takes a step
further to experimentation. The series
of scenes that seem to have no special
correlation such as private footage of his
nephew growing up, documentations of his
Vietnam War veteran father, the filmmaker’s
own performance set near his parents’
village seem like some kind of puzzle. It
makes you want to continue solving the
filmmaker’s puzzle by looking forward to
clues he will give in his next film.

JANG Yun-mi has been making shorts about
her family members such as her mother
who began studying late in her life in Mom
Goes into Her Room , and her grandmother
diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease in
The Old Lotus . Her works at a glance may
not seem so different from the personal
documentaries you may have seen before.
However, once you look hard, you will notice
the true value of her work: the filmmaker’s
desires are not as big as the subjects that
are captured on camera. This explains the
affection that can be felt in her work.
This affection towards her subjects isn’t
revealed simply through interviews, but
in fact stands out especially when the
filmmaker gazes at the traces left by
subjects outside their interviews. In her
latest work, The Old Lotus , the filmmaker
minimizes interviews to follow the behaviors
and movements of the subjects. This comes
from the respect she has towards life. Inside
the world that is captured on her camera,
not only people, but also space and objects
seem to be respected.
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The Jeonju International Film Festival (JIFF)
is the only international film festival in
Korea that doesn’t offer exclusive sections
for documentaries and feature films.
Whether it is the Korean Competition or
International Competition, every section
includes documentaries in their lineup.
For the past few years, the films that
attracted the most attention from Korean
cinephiles were Korean documentaries as
Korean independent feature documentaries
have been creating controversy with their
attempts to explore political and social
taboos that have rarely been dealt with in
feature films.
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The Documentaries in Korean Competition
For the past few years, JIFF has been screening controversial
documentaries, which continues this year with a selection that stays
ahead of the game in their political and social agendas.
First of all, among the documentaries in the Korean Competition, we
can see a strong streak of attempts to examine the distorted chronicles
of Korean society in general through the daily personal portraits of the
filmmakers.
MA Min-ji’s Family in the Bubble is the most notable. This film
takes a look at the lives of the filmmaker’s parents who jumped on
the city redevelopment bandwagon to stake their lives on real estate
investment. Throughout all of this, the filmmaker sheds light on the
life of a family who rose to sudden riches, but went bankrupt due
to excessive investment, and lost everything after the IMF foreign
exchange crisis.
The filmmaker as narrator captures the details of his parents who
still dream of a comeback, and the family’s daily encounters of barely
making it through the day, presenting an introspective glimpse of
Korea’s modern history twisted by real estate capitalism.
SUN Ho-bin’s Myeoneuri: My Son’s Crazy Wife is based on a motherand-daughter-in-law conflict which is common in Korea. The camera
lightheartedly follows the resistance of a young and indecently-minded

Dancing with Jikji

The Painter’s View

Blue Butterfly Effect

woman against the legacy of an old-fashioned patriarchy,
while capturing the shadows of outdated conventions that
leech onto modern life in this self-deprecating satire.
This is only possible because the narrator of the film is the
husband of the film’s protagonist, the daughter-in-law. The
filmmaker behind the camera sympathizes with his wife’s
rebellion at times, but then displays irritation, lamenting why
the two main subjects of the film who are each individually
sound and warm characters have been divided into motherand-daughter-in-laws to become enemies.
PARK Moon-chil’s Blue Butterfly Effect is a documentary
observing the daily routines of housewives who are against
having a new U.S. missile base in their village. The film is a
clear testimony to the changes that occur among the villagers
who take to the streets to protest in the name of their
children’s future and gradually understand the situation from
a peaceful point-of-view.
WOO Kwang-hoon’s Dancing with Jikji sheds new light on
a subject suited for educational TV but filtered through the
curious eyes of a foreigner. This film is quite likeable as it
takes an unpopular topic and pumps it up with skillful and
entertaining qualities. KIM Ji-hye’s Hologram Universe deals
with the forgotten subject of folk duo singing groups and
embraces their artistic activities ignored by the public and the
labor issues they face.

Documentaries in Korea Cinemascape
The documentaries invited to the Korea Cinemascape
section also display diverse trends. BAEK Seung-woo’s Stateauthorized Textbook takes a look at the reasons why the
Korean government, immersed in nationalistic ideology,
pushes for state-authorized textbooks, and how to understand

this from the context of world history.
KIM Hee-chul’s The Painter’s view is a documentary
which chooses the unique format of mixing dramatized reenactments and silent-film narrator-styles to introduce
the world of tragic painter LEE Jung-seob who died before
gaining recognition as an artist.
PARK Dong-hyun’s About My Bicycle incorporates
archival footage from the Korean War and the Gwangju
Democratization Movement. By doing so, the film
juxtaposes the actual historical events and the filmmaker’s
autobiographical memory of seeing these events from a
particular viewpoint. The film is an introspective exploration
that examines how Korean society’s ideological conflicts over
historical interpretations had an impact on the filmmaker’s
personal growth.
JOO Hyun-sook’s Red Brick is a documentary investigating
the existential choices people from different social contexts
cannot help but make by presenting the contrast between
middle-aged women who dedicated their lives to the labor
movement during the 1980s and the lives of the young people
of today.
KIM Bo-ram’s Baek-gu is a minor anthropological documentation
on the death of an old village dog that observes the fate of the
dog as well as the stories of people surrounding it.
Last but not least is the controversial documentary MisPresident by KIM Jae-hwan. As the film conducts an in-depth
coverage of the daily lives of people in favor of the former
president PARK Geun-hye before her impeachment, the film
explores how the PARK Chung-hee and PARK Geun-hye
father-and-daughter leadership was established into a myth to
these followers who are mostly senior citizens.
by KIM Young-jin (JIFF Executive Programmer)
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SPOTLIGHT

KIM Tae-young

CEO of Location Plus

A Man Who Knows
All About the Peninsula
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For Korean films, location hunting is the responsibility of the
production assistant. Accordingly, this gained expertise is
wasted when all crew members leave upon the completion of
a film production. In an environment like this, KIM Tae-young
is the first location manager to employ an efficient location
hunting system for Korean films.
Starting out with CHOI Dong-hoon’s 2006 film, Tazza: the

High Rollers , his filmography includes works such as YOO
Ha’s A Frozen Flower (2008), LEE Jeong-beom’s The Man
from Nowhere (2010) and NA Hong-jin’s The Chaser (2008).
Recently, he took the next step for the systemization and
specialization of his field by creating a database for all the
location hunting records he has accumulated to open an
online platform, Location Market (http://locationmarket.
co.kr), which offers this information to film professionals.
He started his location hunting career for advertisement
shoots and expanded his field by utilizing diverse local
and spatial stories which span film location managing,
travel coordination as well as consultation for the 2018
Pyeongchang Winter Olympics torch relay course. He believes
there is no space that is insignificant. Every place has its own
story, even if it may be the deserted storage space in your
house.

What got you into working as a location manager?

I majored in mechanical engineering in university, but I
realized it wasn’t the path for me. Instead I explored my love for
photography. I had been interested in photography since I was
in middle school and joined my university photography club.
I travelled the entire country on photography trips including
the club’s membership training, and I guess it was then that I
strengthened my ability to see and understand various spaces.
Furthermore, I was assigned to the air transport unit when I
was doing my military service. I guess watching radars at the
helicopter forces control tower or reading maps of the entire
country for two years straight helped me a lot with this job.
After I was discharged from the military, I took the national
entrance exam again and reentered university to study
photography.
You weren’t that interested in films?

It wasn’t any liking for film that got me into this work as a
location manager. After graduating from university, I went
to work at a PR company that specialized in creating PR
videos, and it was there I realized this field of work existed.
There were people in the past who did similar work, but it
was simply hunting for locations and recording them on a
camcorder. Since I majored in photography, I had the feeling
that I could be competitive if I approached things in a more
professional way, by finding the right angle for a shot and
creating a storyboard.
You first started your career in advertisement. What got you into
film?

The head of Dice Film, KIM Sung-woo, used to work at an
advertisement production company. I knew him since then and
when he stepped into the film business he came to me when
he was experiencing difficulty in finding the right shooting
locations. That film was CHOI Dong-hoon’s Tazza: the High
Rollers .
What was the most meaningful experience for you while hunting a
location?

Veteran

There is a scene in A Frozen Flower where you see a
breathtaking cliff where the king and his subjects go for a
picnic. Director YOO Ha wanted me to find a place “blooming
with beautiful flowers and plants, but which people are not
aware of.” In a world where everyone’s using the Internet, I
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ⓒLocation Plus

The Residence of Mr. PYEONG in Tazza: The high Rollers

ⓒLocation Plus

doubt that people will just leave a place with beautiful flowers
and plants unexplored! (laughs) It took us 2-3 months of
driving through Gangwon-do Province, searching every corner
until an employee of mine got into a car accident. Eventually
a small photo posted on a blog was the clue that led us to the
perfect location in Hwasun, Jeollanam-do Province. It took
us a lot of time to persuade the city of Hwasun for a shooting
permit as it was a restricted area to civilians. It was a lot of
hard work, but a really satisfying job. I try hard to find the
place that is as close as possible to what the director wants,
but there are times when I discover a better option during
the course of hunting for a location. The residence of Mr.
PYEONG (BAEK Yoon-sik) in Tazza: the High Rollers was
originally a traditional Korean-style house. But this didn’t suit
the character who was an ex-cop and a master of gambling. So
we found a Japanese colonial-style house and showed it to the
director who was satisfied and changed the style of the house.
This is the kind of thing that is most rewarding.

The comic Book Shop in The Man from Nowhere

in order to become a location manager.

Right. It’s important to make it a habit of training yourself
by expanding on your imagination when you are looking at
a particular space. You need to see if it’s a space that evokes
a certain kind of emotion if a person is there, or how a space
can change in mood based on where the light is coming from.
You can see this in the comic book shop where So-mi (KIM
Sae-ron) is locked up after being kidnapped in The Man from
Nowhere . We found the location the very day we signed a
contract with the production company. We were on our way
to hunt locations in a Chinese street when we spotted the
signboard of an underground comic book shop. We went inside
and immediately, I got goose bumps. Even the director said,
“This is the place!” as soon as he saw it. That was our most
fortunate experience. However, you need to regularly train
yourself in order to catch this kind of lucky moment.
What do you usually look at when you are hiring a new location
manager?

It seems that you need to have the ability to analyze the screenplay
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A positive personality. You are faced with countless

That was our most fortunate experience. However,
you need to regularly train yourself in order to catch this
kind of lucky moment.

experiences of searching for months in vain. You need to
be able to keep your spirits up and recharge when this
happens. It is also difficult to get shooting permission from
an individual owner or the local government even after you’ve
found the right location. When there is an explosion scene, you
have to get a permit from the police 2-3 months beforehand,
while you have to make an announcement board for the local
residents a month and a half before the shoot. To efficiently
execute such jobs, it is absolutely necessary to have good
persuasion skills. As I mentioned before, you need to have a
good understanding of the script and space.
It is usually the PA’s responsibility to find a location or get a shooting
permit for a Korean film.

In advertisement, it is the location manager that handles the
A to Z of location-related matters from location hunting and
getting a shooting permit to the maintenance of a shoot on
location. Things are not that specialized in film production,
which is why the level of expertise is not so high. For example,
let’s say we need to get a hotel room. In most cases, a PA lists
up dozens of hotel names and visits them one by one. But
because we have extensive experience in this, we can come
up with 2-3 hotel names as soon as we read the script. And
we have the know-how to get permission to shoot as well.
It is also a problem that the expertise doesn’t last as PAs
continuously change through promotion or something else.
The specialty of your field of work must give you a different
perspective from other people

The scenes with locations that were difficult to find always
remain with you. The last downtown action scene in Veteran
(2015) was shot in Cheongju City. I can’t believe how many
times we went in and out of administrative offices to get a
shooting permit. Not too long ago I had the chance to watch
The Map against the World (2016) and could tell which
mountains and fields were in the film.

70% of the Korean Peninsula is made of mountains. You’re saying you
can recognize them all?

It’s because there are just a few mountains in Korea where a
vehicle can drive up with the entire film crew and shooting
equipment and where you can capture a landscape that looks
like you’re shooting from the top of the mountain. One of the
most noted one is Hwangmaesan Mountain where TaeGukGi:
Brotherhood of War (2004) was shot.
You opened the online service Location Market which offers a major
nationwide shooting location database.

If I don’t create this kind of system, someday in the future
someone else will have to visit the same mountain I visited
before. This all started from the desire to relieve one from
such repetitive efforts. I digitalized 1.6 million photographs
along with a GPS log. It informs you of the films that have
been shot in a particular location and even how to get
permission to shoot there. I hope to develop this into a portal
site where you can rent a makeup van or smog machine, for
example. It’s my goal to create a one-stop service that has
everything you need for shooting on location.
You’re now the CEO of a company. Are you still going out to the field,
hunting for locations?

This year I conducted the location hunt for LEE Jeong-beom’s
latest film, Bad Police (W/T). I believe that I will have to quit
this business once I lose touch with space and locations. Of
course it’s hard for me to go out as much as before, but for
example, the Saemangeum Seawall was just a desert-like field
seven years ago, but now it has totally changed with grass
and reeds growing from it. Buildings disappear just like that.
If you don’t update your database through constant location
hunting, it means nothing to have an extensive database.
Moreover, a space which was unknown at one time can lose its
value after a few years due to too much exposure.
by JO Min-jun | photographed by CHOI Sung-youl
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Ko-Production

LEE Joo-ick,

CEO of
Boram Entertainment

New opportunities in New Territories
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LEE Joo-ick is considered the pioneer of Korea-China
co-productions. His interest in China’s film industry began in the
1990s which led to his first collaboration in 2002, CHEN Kaige’s

Together with Korean actress KIM Hye-ri followed by the KoreaChina-Japan co-production A Battle of Wits (2006), TSUI Hark’s
Seven Swords (2005), and the Korea-China-U.S. co-production
and Chinese box office hit Late Autumn (2011). His reputation as
a producer is highly respected in the way he chooses customized
methods of collaboration according to the specificities of each
project he works on as well as his approach in prioritizing the value
of the project over popular taste.
Now, the producer who spearheaded Korea-China co-productions
is reaching out for new opportunities in totally different territories.
There is news that he has signed co-production deals with Turkey,
which no one has paid attention to, and Argentina which is located
on the opposite side of the world.

Your co-production ventures with Turkey and Argentina
came as a surprise to the Korean film industry.

This might sound epic, but it’s not something totally
out of the blue. First of all, Turkey’s production
company Digital Sanatlar is reported to be working
on Ayla , a film based on a true story set during
the Korean War. With a subject matter like this,
the demand for Korean acting talent and locations
had the company search for a Korean partner. At
the film’s development stage, there were talks with
Turkey’s Mars Entertainment as a distributor, a
company acquired by Korea’s CJ CGV. Naturally,
Mars requested that CGV introduce them to a
Korean film production company, and CGV Arthouse
in turn recommended us including a few other
Korean companies. Through this process, Boram
Entertainment was their final choice. Last August,
we signed a contract to help them with the Korean
casting and local production services. The Korean
cast includes actor LEE Gyoung-jin who has finished
shooting on location in Turkey. From this April, the
Korean location shoot of Ayla will take place.

How well are Korean films recognized in Turkey?

I’m not quite sure about their recognition among the
general public, but for the Turkish film industry,
there seems to be big interest in Korean films with
the addition of a sense of awe towards the Korean film
market. The fact that our market ranks 5th-6th place
in the worldwide market despite the fact that we have
a smaller population than Turkey is inspiring them
to contemplate how they can make the Turkish film
industry as big as Korea’s.
Then how did the Argentine co-production Blood Stitch
happen?

In 2014, I was invited to the Ventana Sur Film
Market in South America. I met South American
filmmaker Gianfranco Quattrini who was developing
a story he wanted to make as an international coproduction. The Koreatown population was listed as
80,000 in Buenos Aires at one point, but dropped to
30,000 due to a recession. These spaces that became
slums were then taken advantage of by Latinos
including Peruvian gangs. There was an actual case
of a Korean killed in the midst of gang wars. The
filmmaker told me he wanted to turn this story into a
film. For the past two years, I’ve kept contact with the
filmmaker, giving him feedback as he worked on the
script which came out great, and after discussing coproduction procedures, we’ve decided to start shooting
this year.
What is Argentina’s film industry like?

The interesting thing about Latin America is that
20 or so countries speak the same language. It’s
a cultural territory where actors can freely move
beyond borders. Once Blood Stitch is completed, it
will be released all over Latin America, in places like
Peru, Chile and Colombia. On my way back home
from my last trip to Argentina, I stopped by Peru
and Mexico after I was informed of a company that
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Ayla

Director Can Ulkay Screenplay Yigit Güralp
Cast Ismail Hacioglu, KIM Seol, LEE Gyoung-jin Release Date 2017

Young sergeant Suleyman who is fighting in the
Korean War discovers a 6-year old girl abandoned and
alone in the moonlit forest one night. He names the
girl ‘Ayla’ (moon child) and for the next 15 months he
takes care of her despite his constant relocation of
posts. They become a family, like father and daughter,
but the time comes when Suleyman must return
home. Unfortunately, by Korean law he is prohibited to
take Ayla, a war orphan with him to Turkey. He has no
choice but to leave her behind with a promise to come
back. Upon his return to Turkey, he continues his quest
to bring Ayla over to be with him, but it takes 50 years
to finally hear news of her.

Blood Stitch

Director/ Screenplay Gianfranco Quattrini
Cast SEO Yea-ji Release Date second half of 2017

In Buenos Aires, Argentina, there is a place called
Baekgu, a Koreatown located near a large slum where
many Peruvian immigrants reside. Korean Seung-min,
who immigrated to Argentina with his wife, daughter
Crystal and son Jeong-hoon, loses his wife and son
amidst crossfire between Peruvian gang members.
12 years later, now middle-aged, Seung-min spends his
days without much purpose in life, while his daughter
Crystal manages a small clothing factory with her
uncle who is the godfather of the Korean immigrant
community. Crystal, during the course of looking for
a distributor for the clothing line she designs herself,
meets Henry, an immigrant from Peru who offers to
help her out after taking a look at her designs. The
two slowly develop a close relationship as they work
together in pursuit of their dreams.
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was interested in investing in and distributing the film.
South America is a place where business can easily
expand to other territories once you start a co-production
with one country.
When it comes to international co-productions, you easily
recall familiar countries, but listening to you, it seems that
with the rising recognition of Korean films, there are numerous
opportunities coming from all over the world

Right. I come across many opportunities when I travel
around. Last year I was invited to Finland where I
had co-production talks not only with Finland, but
Norway and Sweden. This is the same for Indonesia
and Southeast Asia. There were many chances for coproduction from which I just made my choices.
Late Autumn , which you produced, was a box office hit in China

films. However unlike China where Korean films are quite
popular, not many Chinese films are introduced in Korea,
and the international co-productions fail to attract much
attention in theaters here.

Late Autumn

opening up opportunities for many Korean film professionals
to enter the Chinese film market.

I have this slight resistance against the word ‘market’.
Collaboration or co-productions become difficult due
to our views of China as a place to sell our goods.
Co-production means making films together to
create synergy from this partnership between each
country. From the start, I never considered China as
a market. I had to go for co-production because I had
to shoot in China and work with Chinese actors. Of
course, it would be a lie to say I had no commercial
considerations. However, it seems there are people
thinking of making a certain kind of film in China
in order to make money instead of intending to make
a special film. I believe you need to rethink your
approach if this is the case.
Although there seems to be plenty of Korea-China coproduction projects, there are not as many statistically
significant numbers. For example, shouldn’t you see a
Korean director going to China to make a film with
Chinese actors as a case of talent export rather than
co-production? The same goes for selling screenplays.
Of course it is important for excellent Korean
resources in film to go work in China. But there is
a tendency in Korea to confuse the broader sense of
co-production with a limited sense of the term. This
eventually obstructs us from properly understanding
the trend.

Chinese film professionals are unhappy with this.
They complain that not many Chinese films are
imported in Korea. When I tell them it’s because of
their lack of popular reception at the local box office,
they ask if there isn’t a single Chinese film that has the
potential of becoming a box office hit in Korea. This
kind of question leaves me speechless. Come to think
of it, if Chinese films aren’t properly introduced in
Korea, it will eventually be the Korean audience who
end up suffering from the consequences, because they
will lose the opportunity to enjoy diverse films. This
is why I got involved in opening a permanent Chinese
theater in Korea last year. The Chinese Cinema
Forum consisting of professors and researchers in
Chinese cinema including the Korea China Culture
Center’s Director ROH Jae-heon agreed to this idea,
and Lotte Cinema willingly offered a screen. This
theater doesn’t serve the purpose of making a profit.
We believe it will contribute to slowly expanding a
base of Chinese film fans if we are able to hold out for
the next few years.
Are there any other co-production projects you are working
on at the moment?

For quite some time I’ve been working on The Million
Pound Note based on a story written by Mark Twain.
It’s a Korea-China-U.S. co-production with no Korean
actors or film professionals involved. Another one is
a long-developed Korea-Russia co-production project
based on the distinguished Korean-Russian writer
Anatoli KIM’s short “Revenge”. It takes considerable
time for a production company to get a film financed
as Hollywood films are quite popular in Russia, while
their own film industry is weak. This film is set in the
1930s Sakhalin and Korea.
by JO Min-joon | photographed by BAEK Jong-heon

A co-production is a cultural exchange and can become more
dynamic if both countries can frequently see each other’s
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TREND

Watershed Year for

Korean LGBTQ
Cinema
Lesbians and Transgenders Find
Ample Representation in 2016

Korean cinema is known for its boundarybreaking approach to genre and its fearless
pursuit of new narrative styles, yet despite
a lengthy history of queer cinema, the full
spectrum of LGBTQ characters have
struggled to find representation on
the screen. 2016 went a long way
towards changing that, by bringing
lesbians into the mainstream, and
affording festival viewers no less
than three critically-acclaimed
works with transgender leading
characters.

My Fair Wedding
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The Handmaiden
In Between Seasons

Filmmakers in Korea’s independent scene have long
shone a light on the country’s gay minority, with a
few key directors leading the way in particular, but
after a few years with a relatively small batch
of gay characters making it to the big screen,
2016 took a few major leaps forward, with the
Busan International Film Festival (BIFF) in
particular showcasing a number of works
with both queer and transgender characters
while the Korean Academy of Film Arts
(KAFA) put forward a pair of new films
which also explored gay and transgender
themes.
The central works among this new wave
of Korean queer cinema from last year
were LEE Hyun-ju’s Our Love Story,
E J-yong’s The Bacchus Lady, LEE
Dong-ha’s Weekends , NAM Yeon-woo’s
Lost to Shame , CHO Hyun-hoon’s Jane ,
LEE Dong-eun’s In Between Seasons ,
and, of course, PARK Chan-wook’s The
Handmaiden .

Two Gay Directors and a Movie
While queer themes have cropped up in
indie and commercial cinema for some time,
up until now, there have been two gay directors
that have led the field in Korea, KIMJHO Gwangsoo and LEESONG Hee-il. KIMJHO, who directed

Two Weddings and a Funeral (2012) and has been
very successful as a producer on the popular period
comedy-action-thriller series Detective K (20112015), with stars KIM Myung-min and OH Dal-su,
made waves in the country a few years ago when
he became the first openly gay celebrity to marry
in Korea. The media furor and personal troubles
around the union were documented in the film My
Fair Wedding (2015).
Further away from the spotlight, but with greater
visibility on the international festival circuit has
been LEESONG, who debuted in formidable fashion
with the 2006 drama No Regret , a gay drama
that was an unexpected success, drawing in over
40,000 viewers. That film was invited to the Berlin
International Film Festival, a feat he has managed
with both of his subsequent films, White Night (2012)
and especially Night Flight (2014), which became a
major critical hit and screened around the world.
While neither had a new work on display this year
or the last, their contributions to the industry have
helped to break down the taboo barriers of sexual
representation in Korean film and paved the way
forward for younger filmmakers to continue the
exploration of social identity themes within a rapidly
evolving contemporary Korea.
A Korean film has yet to scoop up the Teddy Award,
given by an independent jury to the best queer film
at Berlinale, but the festival continues to provide a
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Jane

Night Flight

major platform for Korean cinema and its exploration
of gay themes. In 2016 it featured the world premiere
of LEE Dong-ha’s documentary Weekends , which
examined the tribulations and intense homophobia
experienced by Korea’s first gay male choir G-Voice.
The film came away from Berlin with the 3rd place
Panorama Audience Award Panorama Dokumente
and recently picked up the Best New Director Documentary Award from the 4th Wildflower Film
Awards in Korea.
The same year, Berlinale showcased another Korean
work exploring marginalized characters with its
Panaroma selection The Bacchus Lady. Directed by E
J-yong, produced by KAFA and featuring legendary
star YOUN Yuh-jung, the film explored several taboo
themes and includes a major supporting part for
actress AHN A-joo. With a transgender character
and a potential budding gay romance, along with
elderly prostitution, euthanasia and a Korean-Filipino
child abandoned by his Korean sex tourist father,
the latest film from Untold Scandal (2003) director
E J-yong explored a wealth of social taboos in Korea
like few films in the past have attempted to. AHN’s
role ultimately earned her a nomination for Best
Supporting Actress from the Wildflower Film Awards.

Lesbians Come to the Front
Almost 20 years after the quiet power of early
K-horror Memento Mori (1999), the second of the
Whispering Corridors films, lesbians were once again
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front and center on the silver
screen last year. Female queer lovers are hardly
absent from Korean cinema, but save for small works
like Ashamed (2011), veiled relationships such as
in A Girl at My Door (2014), or characters featured
among a larger group of protagonists such as in Two
Weddings and a Funeral , lesbian representation
hasn’t enjoyed the level of recognition that male queer
narratives have.
2016 changed that with both LEE Hyun-ju’s breakout
debut Our Love Story, a sensitive lesbian drama
that has received many plaudits, particularly for the
performances of its young leads LEE Sang-hee and
RYU Sun-young. Even more visible was the intricate
and gothic latest offering from Korean maestro
PARK Chan-wook, The Handmaiden . Following a
debut in Competition at the Cannes Film Festival,
the film soared on the charts in Korea and went on
the rampage around the world, ultimately putting
in one of the strongest showings of the year in the
American end-of-year awards circuit among foreign
language films. Balancing titillation and complex
characterization, the film offered a star-making turn
for KIM Tae-ri and solidified KIM Min-hee as one of
the country’s top actresses.
Then came the 21st BIFF, which featured a pair of
important works with leading transgender characters,
both of which were favored by critics as among the
best that the festival had to offer last year. These
were NAM Yeon-woo’s Lost to Shame and CHO Hyun-

Lost to Shame

hoon’s Jane .
Lost to Shame , about an actor befriending a
transgender woman in order to practice for a
leading role in a stage play, explores a man’s earnest
curiosity before unmasking a deep, unshakable
prejudice when queer identity finds its way too
close to home. The sharply-staged Jane featured a
standout turn from rising star KOO Kyo-hwan, who
has also received a wave of attention for his part in
the politically biting Jeonju Cinema Project Beaten
Black and Blue last year, as a transgender character
who makes a strong impression on a runaway teen.
Jane was a major awards player in Busan, picking
up the CGV Arthouse Award, as well as both the
Actor of the Year award for KOO and the Actress of
the Year Award for his co-star LEE Min-ji.

LGBTQ in Korean Mainstream Cinema
Oddly, it’s in commercial cinema where we’ve most
readily seen trans culture prior to 2016, often played
by major Korean stars. 2010 gave us Lady Daddy,
featuring LEE Na-young as a post-op transexual
juggling her roles as a father and a girlfriend. Then
in 2014 comedy master JANG Jin released Man on
High Heels , featuring CHA Seung-won as a hardas-nails detective dreaming of getting a sex change
operation. Though both featured well-founded genre
elements, neither scored at the box office, and their
superficial examinations of transgender culture,
which convey an idealized existence of the other,

begged for more serious contemplations, a challenge
that was eventually taken up by the indie film scene.
The transgender drama Half premiered at Busan in
2014, but last year the more polished and thoughtful
entries Jane and Lost to Shame took the themes to
a far higher level. As of yet, both films have yet to
open theatrically.
One more film worthy of mentioning from Busan’s
2016 crop is In Between Seasons , which explored
a mother’s coming to terms with her son’s sexual
orientation following his involvement in an accident,
when her prejudice sours her friendship with the boy
she thought was just her son’s friend. The debut film
picked up the KNN Award in Busan.
The mainstream industry has in the past featured
several queer characters, with notable works that
include the previously-mentioned Memento Mori ,
which launched the careers of several directors (KIM
Tae-yong, MIN Kyu-dong) and actors (KONG Hyojin, RIE Young-zin, KIM Gyu-ri), and the melodrama
Bungee Jumping of Their Own (2001) with LEE
Byung-hun. Following those came the blockbuster
period drama, LEE Joon-ik’s smash hit King and
the Clown (2005), which became the most successful
Korean film of all time when it was released, as well
as the King’s palace drama A Frozen Flower (2008),
yet with both of those films taking place hundreds of
years ago, modern representations of gay characters
in commercial Korean films took a back stage to
fantastical narratives occurring at a great remove
from recognizable society.
If Korea seems a little shy about featuring queer
characters in normal leading roles in contemporary
mainstream cinema, the same could be said of
industries across the world. That said, with global
industry leaders such as Disney paving the way
forward, following the inclusion of a gay character
in their recent billion dollar hit Beauty and the
Beast , it may not be long before Korean viewers once
more get a chance to meet queer characters in the
country’s marquee films.
by Pierce Conran
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“Lesbians in Korea
are invisible”
Director LEE Hyun-ju of OUR LOVE STORY

Last year, someone reserved multiple advance
tickets and cancelled them later in order to sabotage
screenings of Our Love Story . What exactly happened
wasn’t uncovered. Independent movies with
progressive ideas often have similar experiences,
so we could not determine what was done by a
homophobic person.

Our Love Story caused a great sensation, so you might
have received more aggressive responses after release
rather than during filming.

I was exposed to almost no negative reactions.
However, one audience member at the premiere
asked a question: who among the director and the
actresses were lesbians? I pointed out that that was
a rude question, and this person responded that they
understood if it was a personal matter. I pointed out
that it would not be right if he or she thought that I
didn’t answer because it was a personal matter.
Lately, there has been a debate about attempts to
generalize queer culture in films as a common element in
society.

I do not deny that the characters in my movie are
lesbians, and the difficulties they face as lesbians
are clearly described. Feature films in Korea have
depicted that lesbians are somewhat out of the
ordinary, whether that was a good intention or
an intention to use it as a negative image. I made
Our Love Story with the view that lesbians are not
exceptional, they are the same as anyone else when
it comes to liking someone. But, at Q&As, if the
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Our Love Story

audience felt that ‘the lesbian love was common
enough to substitute for the love between a man and
a woman,’ that is a very important point, because it
is homosexual love in the film.
What directions did you give the actresses regarding their
lesbian roles?

It seems that LEE Sang-hee thought that lesbians
were different when she was filming my short film
Ordinary Family (2014). After acting in Ordinary
Family, she became much more comfortable with
the role. When I started Our Love Story, I only
emphasized to LEE that this is Yoon-ju’s (LEE’s
character) first experience where she falls in
love with someone. Therefore, she was immersed
immediately without substituting it for a male
relationship or recalling her previous experience.
The sex scene in Our Love Story was called “The best sex
scene in 2016” by the programmer CHO Hye-young from
the Seoul International Women’s Film Festival. How did
you try to direct it differently from the sex scenes done
by male directors, which have become points of major
discussion in recent years?

was used to capture the natural body movements,
controlling the feeling of gratuitous nudity. If I had
filmed the scene with total continuity, I could not
have provided that feeling.
I am curious about the roles of your male characters. In
most movies about lesbians, men are violent figures, and
women’s love becomes a shelter to avoid that violence.
However, that is not the case in Our Love Story .

Movies about lesbians are like being on the road, like
a journey for women leaping over obstacles called
men. In the movie, I tried not to use characters as
tools. I didn’t express their love through dramatic
incidents, I thought it would be dramatic enough
just to depict their love. In Korea, lesbians are
invisible. Yoon-ju was ignored after coming out to
her roommate Young-eun in Our Love Story. Being
ignored is the most common and most painful
response for lesbians. It is not necessary to portray
men as villains.
While Young-eun’s attitude shows discrimination against
women by isolating and excluding them, her male friend,
Young-ho, unexpectedly shows open-mindedness to Yoonju’s coming out.

The bed scenes in Blue Is the Warmest Color or
in The Handmaiden show fantasy in the actors’
feelings. Watching those, I would think, is this really
their first time making love? For example, if someone
decides to go to the mountains for the first time and
suddenly you would see the Himalayas. (laughs) The
sex scenes in Our Love Story progressed naturally
as if you were going on a hike in your neighborhood.
They were the scenes that I tried to push and pull
with audiences according to the characters’ emotions:
the sex initiated at night eventually happened the
next day. I needed to show that this was not a love
affair resulting from drinking. A handheld camera

It was not an intentional portrayal, but a natural
choice for me. Young-eun was the one with whom she
shared the living space. If she didn’t live with her,
she could have had a different reaction to Yoon-ju’s
coming out. On the contrary, Young-ho was a friend
who knew her better than anyone. But when Yoon-ju
kissed Young-ho when she was drunk after having
her heart broken, I thought it could have misled
people, like ‘Does she like men after all?’
Do you have a plan for your next movie?

I’d like to work on a more mature R-rated
melodrama, something like An Affair (1998) by
director E J-yong. If I make another queer film later
on, I’d like to make it more cheerful.
by JO Min-joon | photographed by BAEK Jong-heon
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Why Did
BLACK PANTHER
Go to Busan?

Black Panther Busan Location Shoot
Black Panther's location shooting in Busan

The location shoot of one of Marvel Studio’s superhero films, Black Panther , took place in Busan, Korea from March 17th to 29th.
The hero-villain car chase action scenes were shot in major landmarks and downtown areas in Busan including Gwanganri Beach
and the famous Jagalchi fish market. Black Panther is the first standalone film since the character’s introduction in Captain

America: Civil War. So what was the reason for Black Panther , starring Marvel’s first black superhero, to choose Busan as a
shooting location?

It isn’t the first time for a Marvel superhero series, or Marvel
Cinematic Universe (MCU) title to be shot in Korea. Several
action scenes in 2015 Avengers: Age of Ultron took place in
Seoul. This film and Black Panther both have one thing in
common. Avengers: Age of Ultron presented the villain Ulysses
Klaue. In the original comic book, he’s the long-time enemy
of Black Panther. And there is the Korean character Helen
CHO (Claudia KIM) in Avengers: Age of Ultron . Perhaps the
Korean location shoot is hinting at a continuation or revelation
of the storyline related to Avengers: Age of Ultron ?

MCU’s Second Korean Landing
The Busan Film Commission (BFC), Production Support Dept.
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member who assisted the Black Panther Busan location shoot,
Section Chief LEE Seung-eui, gives us a clue, “At first, the
‘desire to shoot in Asia’ had Black Panther’s location manager
tour through Seoul, Incheon and Busan in Korea as well as
Singapore. After hunting through four different areas, the
final choice was Busan.” So it seems that the Busan shoot was
not based on any original intentions in the script to shoot in
Korea. Busan was selected through a competition between
cities with the best shooting conditions. LEE explains why.
“Around 2015, BFC invited location managers from Hollywood
on a tour. They looked through various places around the city
and received a good impression from the beautiful landscapes
and friendly citizens of Busan. However what really caught

their attention was when we took them to the top of the Gwangan
Bridge’s main pylon. It wasn’t simply due to the fact that they could
get a panoramic view of Busan, but because it suggested how open
the city of Busan was to attracting foreign film shoots in its region by
permitting them to enter the top of such public facilities mostly offlimits to civilians. As they left the country, they promised to promote
Busan to their colleagues in the industry, and I believe the good word
had a positive influence on the location manager of Black Panther.”
Producer KANG Yoon-tae of local production service company Mr.
Romance Film which also worked on Avengers: Age of Ultron states
that the unique Korean lifestyle must have also been a consideration.
“Even when we were shooting Avengers: Age of Ultron , Hollywood
crew members were quite surprised by the glamour of the Gangnam
area in Seoul. They commented that it was refreshing to see this
aspect become more intense in the evening. It’s difficult to find a city
bustling with energy 24 hours a day.” In photo stills of the Black
Panther Busan shoot, you will notice that the midnight car chase
scenes fully exploit this sleepless nature of Korea.

Breathtaking Scenery, Friendly Citizens
Even after the decision to shoot scenes of Black Panther on location
in Busan, top-notch location services continued with the Mayor of
Busan even chairing a meeting with film-related city government
organizations which included the Transportation Bureau, the Busan
Metropolitan Police Agency, Busan Regional Office of Aviation, Busan
Infrastructure Corporation and Busan Fire Station. At this meeting,
the city’s official position to support the film shoot of Black Panther
was decided which was followed by unprecedented backing for the
location shoot. A seaside landmark of Busan, the Gwangan Bridge
which normally has high traffic volume was closed off for two days,
the first time for any domestic or foreign film shooting on location in
Busan. Furthermore, night flying permissions for helicopter shoots
were granted although it is rare to have night flight take-offs.
The important thing is that this wasn’t all government-initiated.
KANG relates the surprise expressed by foreign film production crew
members with the shooting experience in Busan as well as other
places in Korea towards the friendliness and voluntary cooperation
from citizens. LEE explains, “Every time we closed off busy areas
such as the Gwangan Bridge and the Jagalchi fish market, film crew
members were surprised that we rarely received any complaints. Of
course there were some protests, but Busan city and BFC solved each
registered claim of discontent through a face-to-face approach. Ryan
Coogler, director of Black Panther , expressed his impression, “Busan
is perfect as the shooting location for Black Panther.”
by JO Min-joon
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The Korean Film Council’s
Location Incentive
The reason why location shoots in Korea are attractive
to foreign filmmakers isn’t just limited to the attractions
of its space and hands-on shooting support coming from
both the people and the government. KANG points out
the Korean Film Council (KOFIC)’s ‘KOFIC Location Incentive
program’ for foreign audio-visual works as another main
attraction for foreign producers, “The cash rebate-based
incentive system for foreign filmmakers shooting in Korea
is hard to find in any other Asian country.” KOFIC is currently
offering foreign productions up to a 25% cash rebate on
production costs spent in Korea. Avengers: Age of Ultron
which conducted a location shoot in Seoul received a cash
rebate of USD 2.28 million.
Feature films, TV series and documentaries produced by
a foreign production company spending more than KRW
100 million (approx. USD 100,000) are eligible to apply.
The allocation of foreign capital in the production cost
must exceed 80%, while a 20% cash rebate is offered to
productions that shoot no less than three days and spend
between KRW 100 million-2 billion (approx. USD 100,000-2
million) in Korea, and a 25% cash rebate to productions that
shoot no less than 10 days and spend no less than KRW 2
billion in Korea. The decision is based on the three following
crtieria: the degree to which the work promotes tourism
and contributes to the Korean film industry, as well as the
extent to which the foreign producer participates in the
production of the work. For more details, you can go to the
KOFIC English website (www.koreanfilm.or.kr).
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ACTOR/ACTRESS

The Prince Charming Rebel that
Nobody Ever Expected

Prince Charming, fragile and tender,
and it should have been the end of the
story. That’s how most people viewed
him when he appeared in his film
debut, The Fox with Nine Tails (1994).
This good looking young man would
enjoy popularity accordingly, and then
disappear in due course, just like so
many others in the same category.
But they were all wrong. JUNG Woosung consistently transformed himself,
becoming a great yet rare example of
someone who stayed as a top class actor
this whole time.
His first heyday was in the 1990s. He
was the icon of youth in the films of that
time. In Born to Kill (1996), he right
away became the symbol of the rebel and
wanderer. But he was still no more than
a replica of the Hong Kong gangster
persona. Then he met KIM Sung-soo.
His energy exploded in Beat (1997) and
City of the Rising Sun (1999), carefully
expressing the sentiments and violence
of sensitive youth, at times to extreme
measures. In these two films, JUNG
became the icon of Korean youth in the
1990s.
In the 2000s, JUNG attempted a
very dramatic change. He was not an
advocate for youth any more. His world
became bigger and more diverse. His
transformation into a strong-willed
warrior in KIM’s Musa - The Warrior
(2001) was the beginning of this new
change. The next change was even
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more shocking. In Mutt Boy (2003) by
KWAK Kyung-taek, JUNG acted as
a village idiot, good-hearted but slow
and stubborn. JUNG proved the scope
of his acting with this role of a dimwitted man. Change continued in The
Good, the Bad and the Weird (2008) by
KIM Jee-woon, where he played the lead
of a Korean western. The first decade
in the 2000s for him was a time for
transformation.
Now, JUNG’s acting has become even

more subtle and flexible as he has
reached his top stage. In the past
he focused on detailed acting for his
persona. Now he looks as though he
is playing with his roles. That’s how
we feel when he goes back and forth
between good and evil in Asura: The
City of Madness (2016) and The King .
JUNG is now at the very top, yet his
transformation never stops.
by JEONG Han-seok |
photographed by BEAK Jong-heon
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